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About the Project

The Guidance for Professional and Personal Development is one of the four 
guidance that are to be published within the on-going Project Taking the Road to 
Employment - Developing New Skills and Knowledge of Unemployed Person  
organized by C.E.S. Training Center – Macedonia and project partners Teza 
(Bulgaria), Syntea S.A (Poland), Aleron (Romania) and financially supported 
by the National Agency for European Educational Programs and Mobility in 
Macedonia – Erasmus+ Program. 

The Project itself presents strategic international partnership aimed at 
developing new skills of unemployed people for improvement of their competence 
at the labour market. The main objective of the Project is to prepare guidance for 
improving the competences and skills of unemployed persons such as improving 
the personal development, use of Information technology, platforms for marketing 
and entrepreneurship which are in compliance with the modern needs of the labour 
market for the purpose of facilitating the access to employment.

The Project is envisaged to be realized the several concrete aims within the 
period of realization as well as after the realization of the Project itself. Those 
concrete aims are as follows:

• To encourage employment/self-employment initiative;

• To encourage the innovation and creativity of unemployed;

• To apply innovative form of teaching and learning;

• To develop know-how in the area of entrepreneurship, marketing and 
business;

• To develop competence of the unemployed in the field of management of 
professional and personal development

• To encourage the unemployed for the entrepreneurship initiative for social 
entrepreneurship;

• To encourage the unemployed of creativity for new working places 
through application of internet and information platforms

The unemployed persons involved in the project trainings will learn:

• How to develop personal skills;

• How to draft project applications

• Financial analysis of small business 

• Use of internet platforms

• Use of innovative and entrepreneurship initiatives
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For the purpose of realisation of the objectives of the project the applicant 
and the partner organisation will draft and perform:

1. Guidance for Professional and Personal Development

2. Guidance for Project Management

3. Guidance for Internet Marketing

4. Guidance for Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Changing lives.
   Opening minds
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INTRODUCTION

The power of self-development will enable you to triumph despite 
unforeseen challenges and unexpected changes.

The more you work on self-development the more it will work for you.

With this paper herewith I would force your attention to find an answer about 
the most demanding questions we can ask ourselves: what we would like to do? 
and How we would achieve it?  

Research interest in human needs originated from psychology, in which factors 
that influence individual behaviour are explained. Human need is the driving force 
for consumer behaviour and different types of human needs motivate the persons’ 
behaviour differently (Maslow, 1954). When certain needs require fulfilment, 
in order to maintain the balance of all needs, the person would strive for the 
satisfaction of these needs to prevent tension and suffering caused by deficiency. 
When the need is important enough, the desire would strengthen and drive the 
person towards making the decision. Human needs refer to the motive in making 
decision for certain believe. Via an internal guidance process, it profoundly 
influences the behaviour.

The answers that we will find here will help us find the basics of our personal 
motivation and how we can strive for excellence and success.
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Part I: 
THE MEANING OF MOTIVATION
Humans are a social species, and so we are strongly influenced by the example 

that other people set for us. We often adopt the goals of the people we see around 
us, even without realizing that we are doing so. Of course, there are different 
kinds of role models in the world around us.  Some of them are positive role 
models.  They serve as an example of the things we should be doing.  A friend who 
exercises and eats a healthy diet is a great model for us to follow.  We also have 
negative role models around us.  Friends who eat poorly, exercise rarely, and may 
suffer health problems as a result of their choices. 

Is it better to have positive role models or negative ones?

The influence of a role model depends on the way you have characterized 
your goal.

Research on motivation demonstrates that we have two distinct systems that 
influence our actions.  

• The approach system focuses us on the achievement of positive 
outcomes. 

• The avoidance system focuses us on preventing negative outcomes.

These researchers suggest that the influence of a role model is strongest when 
that role model fits the goal you are trying to 

achieve. Positive role-models are most effective when you are approaching 
desirable states, while negative role-models are most effective when you are 
avoiding undesirable states. 

In one study, participants read about the importance of maintaining a healthy 
diet.  Some participants were focused on the importance of a good diet for 
positive outcomes like increasing energy and maintaining a positive mood.  Other 
participants were focused on the importance of a good diet for avoiding negative 
outcomes like handling stress and avoiding the effects of pollution. 

Participants were also exposed to a description of a role model.  Some 
participants read about a positive role model who eats a healthy diet.  Others read 
about a negative role model who eats an unhealthy diet. The message was most 
successful when the goal described fit the role model.  That is, focusing on the 
positive effects of diet with a positive role model or the negative effects of diet 
with a negative role model made them more likely to eat a healthy diet (and to 
believe they could do it easily) than focusing on the positive effects of diet with 
a negative role model or the negative effects of diet with a positive role model. 

Another study extended this finding by looking at the methods people were 
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most comfortable using to achieve a healthy diet.  You can eat a healthier diet 
by either adding more fruits and vegetables (which is a positive action) or by 
avoiding salt and fat (which is a negative action). Participants who were exposed 
to a positive goal with a positive role model preferred to focus on eating healthier 
foods.  Participants who were exposed to a negative goal with a negative role 
model preferred to focus on avoiding unhealthy foods.

Putting this all together, the best role model is one who fits the goal you 
are trying to achieve.  When you are focused on achieving positive outcomes, 
positive role models are best, and you are most motivated to focus on actions 
you can take to achieve that goal.  When you are focused on avoiding negative 
outcomes, negative role models are best, and you are most motivated to avoid bad 
behaviours.

The Definition
So, Motivation is literally the desire to do things. It’s the difference between 

waking up before dawn to pound the pavement and lazing around the house all 
day. It’s the crucial element in setting and attaining goals—and research shows 

you can influence your own levels of motivation and self-control. So figure out 
what you want, power through the pain period, and start being who you want to 
be. Setting objectives can guide us to well-being and success. Having a road map 
for the future is a key element to success.

Internal and external factors that stimulate desire and energy in people to be 
continually interested and committed to a job, role or subject, or to make an effort 
to attain a goal.

Motivation results from the interaction of both conscious and unconscious factors 
such as the (1) intensity of desire or need, (2) incentive or reward value of the goal, 
and (3) expectations of the individual and of his or her peers. These factors are the 
reasons one has for behaving a certain way. An example is a student that spends 
extra time studying for a test because he or she wants a better grade in the class.

Goal setting

“Not all who wander are lost,” they say, but for the great majority of us, having 
a road map for the future is a key element to well-being and success, however we 
choose to define it. This means setting goals for ourselves, and finding ways to 
achieve them. If you’re a wanderer, it might be time to realize the boundless utility 
of setting goals.

It’s simply a fact: when people have goals to guide them, they are happier and 
achieve more than they would without having them. It’s a brain thing. Achieving a 
goal you’ve set produces dopamine, a neurotransmitter responsible for feelings of 
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pleasure. Reciprocally, dopamine activates neural circuitry that makes you eager 
to pursue new challenges.

Goals provide focus. With no guiding vision or plan, people tend to drift. 
Goals provide a measuring stick for progress. Goals enhance productivity. They 
bolster self-esteem. And most of all, goals increase commitment, so you’re more 
likely to achieve whatever you set out to conquer.

While it’s not a good idea to try to change everything at once, you can set goals 
in virtually any domain of your life, from your wardrobe to your church to your 
workplace.

Of course, a thousand mile journey starts with the first small step. And whether 
we’re embarking on the long trek of a mid-life career switch or the walk to the 
bedroom to finally organize that closet, it can be hard to gather up the motivation to 
make that initial step. While setting goals is in itself motivating, sometimes it’s 
just not enough. Here are some tried-and-true ways you can begin to move toward 
achieving your goals, and maintain resolve when the going gets rough.

     Motivation framework

Foundations of Motivation

	 Scientific Management and F.W.Taylor
F.W. Taylor (1856 – 1915) was an American engineer who invented work-

study and founded the scientific approach to management. He considered money 
to be the main factor that motivated workers, so he emphasized the benefits of 
Piece Work. Scientific Management – Business decision making based on data 
that are researched and tested quantitatively in order to improve efficiency of an 

Motivational Framework

Experienced 
Need 

Deficiencies

Reassessment 
of Need 

Deficiencies

Search for 
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Satisfy Needs
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Punishment
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organization. Higher efficiency would generate higher profits and thus higher 
wages to workers. Taylor saw Humans as Machines.

• Scientific Management and F.W.Taylor recommended:
• Division of labour – breaking a job into small repetitive tasks, each of 

which can be done at a speed with little training.

• Piecework – Means payment by results, e.g. per item produced.

• Tight management ensures the workers concentrate on their jobs and 
follow the correct processes.

• This method had a big influence on Mass production, introduced at Ford 
Motor Company – led to poor industrial relations and saw a growth in 
trade unions.       
 

	 The Human Resource school & Elton Mayo

Elton Mayo (1880 – 1949) was a follower of F.W. Taylor. Emphasized  
importance of peoples’ behaviour. Many of his findings including the ‘Hawthorn 
Effect” came from research he did at the Western Electric School factory in 
Hawthorn, USA and provided the foundations for the Human Relations School of 
Management. Early research involved trying to measure the impact on productivity 
of improving the lighting conditions in the Western Electric Factory. He followed 
F.W.Taylor’s scientific principles by testing changes in light conditions against 
one group of workers against a group of workers with unchanged lighting. 

The results: Productivity rose in areas where lighting was improved. This result 
questioned Taylor’s assumption about the importance of money in motivating 
workforce and 

emphasized the importance of Human Relations, Mayo suggested the 
following: recognition, belonging, and security are more important that money 
in motivating employees. Employees should be seen as members of a group. 
Managers need to pay attention to individuals’ social needs. Increased results are 
due to greater communication and improved relations with informal groups. 
 

	 Hierarchy of needs theory (Maslow, 1954)

Maslow stated that all individuals have an in-built need for personal 
development which occurs through the process called self-actualization

Abraham Maslow (1908 – 70) was an American psychologist whose work on 
human needs has had a major influence on management thinking. His Hierarchy 
of Needs suggests that people have similar types of needs from low level basic to 
the need for achievement.
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

	Physiological needs: Requirement for food, clothes and shelter, in 
relation to work is the need to earn income to acquire these things and to 
have reasonable working conditions.

	Safety needs: Need for security, a secure job, safe working 
environment, clear lines of accountability and responsibility.

	Social needs: Desire for friendship, love and a sense of belonging, 
being a part of a team, facilities like staff rooms, canteens etc.

	Esteem needs: Need to have self-respect and respect from others, 
positive feedback, gain recognition and status for achievement and 
opportunities from promotion.     

	Self – Actualization: Need to fulfil one’s potential through actions 
and achievements, Maslow did not believe this need could be filled fully 
and thought people would always strive to develop further and achieve 
more.

Maslow believed an unsatisfied need was a motivator of behaviour and that, 
while it remained unsatisfied, higher- level needs were unimportant. Once a 
need was satisfied, the next level of unsatisfied need became a motivator, and 
if employees didn’t have access to gain those needs then it would lead to de-
motivation. This theory is appealing but some key issues were raised: Do all 
Humans have the same set of needs? Do different people have different degrees of 
needs? Can anyone’s need ever be said to be fully satisfied?   
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	 Herzberg’s two factor theory

Frederick Herzberg (1923-2000) was an American psychologist whose research 
led him to develop the Two-Factor theory of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 

He suggested some factors had the potential to give job satisfaction (Motivators) 
and some factors can reduce job satisfaction (Hygiene or maintenance factors). 

All of the motivators concern the job itself rather than issues such as pay, and 
all are likely to motivate workers and improve productivity. All of the Hygiene 
factors ‘surround’ the job: they do not concern the job itself, ensuring that they 
are acceptable to the workforce prevents dissatisfaction rather than causing 
motivation. One of the main policies that steamed from Herzberg’s work is Job 
Enrichment – This is the attempt to motivate workers by giving them opportunity 
to use their abilities and allowing them greater independence and authority over 
the control of their work. Herzberg critics are mainly based on the fact that he drew 
conclusions about workers as a whole from a limited sample of 200 accountants 
and engineers.

	 Alderfer’s theory of motivation: “An Empirical Test of a New Theory 
of Human Needs”

Maslow proposed the hierarchy of human needs in five levels of basic needs as, 
physiological needs, safety needs, needs for love, affection and belonging, needs 
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for esteem, and needs for self-actualization. Alderfer (1969) expanded Maslow’s 
basic needs and refined them into existence needs, relatedness needs, and growth 
needs. Alderfer proposed the ERG theory based on results of empirical studies to 
explain the relationship between satisfaction of needs and human desires. 

His theory was backed by further empirical study (Robbins and Judge, 2008; 
Schneider and Alderfer, 1973). The ERG framework recognizes that the order 
of importance of the three categories may vary for each individual. Managers 
must recognize that an employee has multiple needs to satisfy simultaneously. 
According to ERG, focusing on one need at a time will not effectively motivate.

In addition, the ERG model acknowledges that if a higher level need remains 
unfulfilled; the person may regress to lower level needs that appear easier to satisfy. 
This is known as frustration-regression principle. This frustration-regression 
principle impacts workplace motivation. For example, if growth opportunities are 
not provided to employees, they may regress to relatedness needs, and socialize 
more with co-workers.

The three needs of Alderfer, existence needs, relatedness needs, and growth 
needs are explained further.

	 Existence needs include various forms of safety, physiological 
and material needs. Safety needs mainly refer to the prevention from 
fear, anxiety, threat, danger, tension, and so on. Physiological needs 
refer to an individual’s pursuit of satisfaction at the vitality level, such as 
leisure, exercise, sleep. Material needs refer to resources required for an 
individual’s living, including food and clothing.

	 Relatedness needs include senses of security, belonging, and 
respect. Sense of security involves the mutual trust of humanity. Sense 
of belonging refers to prevention from all forms of suffering, such as 
isolation, loneliness and distance. People normally wish to be accepted 
and become members of a group. The needs for belongingness include love 
given to others or caring accepted from others. Sense of respect simply 
means feeling of respect from others, such as popularity, social status, 
superiority, importance and compliment. Such form of need gives people 
value to their existence.

	 Growth needs involve needs for self-esteem and self-
actualization. The need for self-esteem refers to self productive effects such 
as the ability to pursue, to seek knowledge, to achieve, to control, to build 
confidence, to be independent and to feel competent. Self-actualization 
refers to self-accomplishments including achieving an individual’s 
goals and developing his or her personality. The abilities to realize one’s 
potentials and to support the growth of others are also included.
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Alderfer made seven propositions about the relationships between human 
needs and desires and they are presented thus:

1. The less existence needs are satisfied, the more they will be 
desired.

2. The less relatedness needs are satisfied, the more existence 
needs will be desired. 

3. The more existence needs are satisfied, the more relatedness 
needs will be desired.

4. The less relatedness needs are satisfied, the more they will be 
desired.

5. The less growth needs are satisfied, the more relatedness needs 
will be desired.

6. The more relatedness needs are satisfied, the more growth needs 
will be desired.

7. The more growth needs are satisfied, the more they will be 
desired.        
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	 John Stacey Adams Equity Theory

John Stacey Adams, a workplace and behavioural psychologist, put forward 
his Equity Theory on job motivation in 1963. There are similarities with Charles 
Handy’s extension and interpretation of previous simpler theories of Maslow, 
Herzberg and other pioneers of workplace psychology, in that the theory 
acknowledges that subtle and variable factors affect each individual’s assessment 
and perception of their relationship with their work, and thereby their employer. 
However, awareness and cognizance of the wider situation - and crucially 
comparison - feature more strongly in Equity Theory than in many other earlier 
motivational models. The Adams’ Equity Theory model therefore extends beyond 
the individual self, and incorporates influence and comparison of other people’s 
situations - for example colleagues and friends - in forming a comparative view 
and awareness of Equity, which commonly manifests as a sense of what is fair. 

When people feel fairly or advantageously treated they are more likely to be 
motivated; when they feel unfairly treated they are highly prone to feelings of 
disaffection and demotivation. The way that people measure this sense of fairness 
is at the heart of Equity Theory. Equity, and thereby the motivational situation 
we might seek to assess using the model, is not dependent on the extent to which 
a person believes reward exceeds effort, nor even necessarily on the belief that 
reward exceeds effort at all. Rather, Equity, and the sense of fairness which 
commonly underpins motivation, is dependent on the comparison a person makes 
between his or her reward/investment ratio with the ratio enjoyed (or suffered) by 
others considered to be in a similar situation.
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In terms of how the theory applies to work and management, we each seek a 
fair balance between what we put into our job and what we get out of it. But how 
do we decide what is a fair balance?

The answer lies in Equity Theory. Importantly we arrive at our measure of 
fairness - Equity - by comparing our balance of effort and reward, and other factors 
of give and take - the ratio of input and output - with the balance or ratio enjoyed 
by other people, whom we deem to be relevant reference points or examples 
(‘referent’ others).

Crucially this means that Equity does not depend on our input-to-output 
ratio alone - it depends on our comparison between our ratio and the ratio 
of others.

We form perceptions of what constitutes a fair ratio (a balance or trade) 
of inputs and outputs by comparing our own situation with other ‘referents’ 
(reference points or examples) in the market place as we see it. In practice this 
helps to explain why people are so strongly affected by the situations (and views 
and gossip) of colleagues, friends, partners etc., in establishing their own personal 
sense of fairness or equity in their work situations.

Adams’ Equity Theory is therefore a far more complex and sophisticated 
motivational model than merely assessing effort (inputs) and reward 
(outputs).
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The actual sense of equity or fairness (or inequity or unfairness) within Equity 
Theory arrived at only after incorporating a comparison between our own input 
and output ratio with the input and output ratios that we see or believe to be 
experienced or enjoyed by others in similar situations. This comparative aspect of 
Equity Theory provides a far more fluid and dynamic appreciation of motivation 
than typically arises in motivational theories and models based on individual 
circumstance alone. For example, Equity Theory explains why people can be 
happy and motivated by their situation one day, and yet with no change to their 
terms and working conditions can be made very unhappy and demotivated, if they 
learn for example that a colleague (or worse an entire group) is enjoying a better 
reward-to-effort ratio. It also explains why giving one person a promotion or pay-
raise can have a demotivating effect on others.

Note also, importantly, that what matters is the ratio, not the amount of effort 
or reward per se. This explains for example why and how full-time employees will 
compare their situations and input-to-output ratios with part-time colleagues, who 
very probably earn less, however it is the ratio of input-to-output - reward-to-effort 
- which counts, and if the part-timer is perceived to enjoy a more advantageous 
ratio, then so this will have a negative effect on the full-timer’s sense of Equity, 
and with it, their personal motivation.

Remember also that words like efforts and rewards, or work and pay, are an 
over-simplification - hence Adams’ use of the terms inputs and outputs, which 
more aptly cover all aspects of what a person gives, sacrifices, tolerates, invests, 
etc., into their work situation, and all aspects of what a person receives and benefits 
from in their work and wider career, as they see it.

There are four referent comparisons that an employee can use:

• Self-inside: employee’s experiences in a different position inside the 
employee’s current organization

• Self-outside: experience in past jobs

• Other-inside: another individual (friends, co-workers) inside the 
employee’s organization

• Other-outside: another individual outside the employee’s organization

What are the Responses to Perceptions of this:

of equity: motivation to maintain the current situation

of inequity:  change input

 change outcomes

  alter perceptions of self

  alter perceptions of other

  change comparisons

  leave the situation
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When people being paid on a piece-rate basis experience inequity, they tend 
to decrease quality or produce more units of work. When people being paid by 
the hour experience inequity, they tend to increase quality and quantity (overpaid) 
and decrease quality and quantity (underpaid)

Please do not forget about the Culture bound: it’s well adapted to countries 
like US (where people think they can influence their own success; in Moslem 
countries, the concept of expectancy is not applicable (God determines the 
outcome of every behaviour).

How useful are theories of motivation?

The answer depend on the work situation – Traditional manufacturing 
organization with an authoritarian approach, a tall hierarchy and routine and 
monotonous work may find that money is a great motivator – This supports 
Taylor’s view and also likely that in this situation Mayo’s informal groups 
influences and Maslow’s social needs are important to a worker. Ensuring that 
Herzberg’s hygiene or maintenance factors are appropriate. – In organizations 
with a large number of highly skilled workers, pay rates and working conditions 
are important, but workers expect more recognition, self-control, involvement in 
decision making and empowerment. (Maslow higher level needs and Herzberg 
motivators). Motivation does increase efficiency, so organizations will benefit 
from motivated employees, so all theories are very useful in helping organizations 
achieve this.

“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.” ― Walt 
Disney Company

Here comes the question How can we strive for Motivation? What are the 
steps to follow?  You need to know that there is not only one way. It is how we 
decide that it will be. Here I can give you a basic tool to do this:

• Put your goals in writing.

The act of writing down what you are going to do is a strong motivator. 
Writing down goals prevents you from leaving your goals vague. Be 
specific. Use action verbs. Let your goals have measurable outcomes. 
Specify completion dates. Also record what your reward will be for 
achieving the goal. Make a contract with yourself, then read it each 
morning and night. This will help you be more committed to your goal as 
each day passes. And while you’ve got the pen in your hand...
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There is a story that motivational speakers/authors love to tell about the Yale 
Class of 1953.  (Google it. It’s everywhere.) Researchers, so the story goes, asked 
graduating Yale seniors if they had specific goals they wanted to achieve in the 
future that they had written down. Twenty years later, the researchers found that 
the mere 3 percentage of students who had specific, written goals were wealthier 
than the other 97 percentage combined. Isn’t that amazing? It would be if it 
were true, which it isn’t. Everyone wish it were that simple. Frankly speaking 
there is evidence that getting specific about what you want to achieve is really 
important. It’s not a guaranteed road to fabulous wealth, but still important. In 
other words, specificity is necessary, but it’s not nearly sufficient. Writing goals 
down is actually neither—it can hurt, but there’s also no hard evidence that writing 
per se does anything to help.

• Make a list of obstacles.

Think of everything that might stand in your way. Then decide what you can 
do about each obstacle. Design a plan to reduce the influence of each obstacle and 
increase the chances that you will be successful in reaching your goal.

• List the benefits of achieving your goal.
Knowing exactly what you will gain from reaching your goal is a strong 

motivator. Keeping my check book balanced will give me more spending money 
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on the weekends. Walking a mile every morning will help me stay focused at 
work.

• Identify sub goals.

Break down complicated plans into manageable chunks. Be specific about 
what has to be accomplished. Decide what you are going to do, and when. Make 
sure each step is challenging but achievable, and that you have a complete plan of 
action. Then write it on your calendar and review it regularly.

• Learn what you need to learn.

If information or skill is keeping you from achieving your goals, determine 
ways to fill in the gaps, and build this into your action plan. Be willing to study 
and work hard to reach your goals. Think about how much time and effort will be 
required, and ask yourself whether you are really willing and able to do what is 
necessary. It is better to adjust your goals or your timetable than to proceed with 
a plan that is unrealistic.

z
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Part II: 
CARING ABOUT OUR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

The Definition
Personal development includes activities that improve awareness and identity, 

develop talents and potential, build human capital and facilitate employability, 
enhance quality of life and contribute to the realization of dreams and aspirations. 
The concept is not limited to self-help but includes formal and informal activities 
for developing others in roles such as teacher, guide, counsellor, manager, life 
coach or mentor. When personal development takes place in the context of 
institutions, it refers to the methods, programs, tools, techniques, and assessment 
systems that support human development at the individual level in organizations.

Personal development includes the following activities:

	 Improving self-awareness 

	 improving self-knowledge

	 improving or learning new skills

	 becoming a self-leader

	 building or renewing identity / self-esteem 

	 developing strengths or talents

	 improving wealth

	 spiritual development

	 identifying or improving potential

	 building employability or human capital

	 enhancing lifestyle or the quality of life

	 improving health

	 fulfilling aspirations

	 initiating a life enterprise or personal autonomy

	 defining and executing personal development plans

	 improving social abilities
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Personal development can also include developing other people. This may take 
place through roles such as those of a teacher or mentor, either through a personal 
competency (such as the skill of certain managers in developing the potential of 
employees) or a professional service (such as providing training, assessment or 
coaching).

Beyond improving oneself and developing others, personal development 
is a field of practice and research. As a field of practice it includes personal 
development methods, learning programs, assessment systems, tools and 
techniques. As a field of research, personal development topics increasingly 
appear in scientific journals, higher education reviews, management journals 
and business books. Any sort of development—whether economic, political, 
biological, organizational or personal—requires a framework if one wishes to 
know whether change has actually occurred. In the case of personal development, 
an individual often functions as the primary judge of improvement, but validation 
of objective improvement requires assessment using standard criteria. Personal 
development frameworks may include goals or benchmarks that define the end-
points, strategies or plans for reaching goals, measurement and assessment of 
progress, levels or stages that define milestones along a development path, and a 
feedback system to provide information on changes.

So, Personal Development is a lifelong process. It’s a way for people to 
assess their skills and qualities, consider their aims in life and set goals in order 
to realise and maximise their potential. This helps you identify the skills you 
need to set life goals which can enhance your employability prospects, raise your 
confidence and lead to a more fulfilling, higher quality life.  Plan to make relevant, 
positive and effective life choices and decisions for your future to enable personal 
empowerment.

Although early life development and early formative experiences 
within the family, at school, etc. can help shape us as adults, 
personal development should not stop later in life. 

Here you can find information and advice that is designed to 
help you think about your personal development and ways in which you can 
work towards goals and your full potential.

An old adage tells us, if you can believe it, you can achieve it. I know you’ve 
heard this old adage many times, but have you ever really stopped to think about 
what it means? Stay with me...we’ll think about it right now. The question is this: 
Is there any science behind “the power of the human mind”?  What about the 
many methods that have been developed to help us reach our maximum potential: 
hypnosis, meditation, visualization, affirmation, the emotional freedom technique, 
or brainwave music? What does science tell us about the placebo effect, (a fake 
treatment with an inactive substance).

Many of these methods claim to be able to change the subconscious mind and 
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the frequency of brainwaves. Some claim they can heal or relax the human mind. 

There is no dilemma: Innovations such as those in neuroscience, neurobiology, 
quantum physics, epigenetic, psychoneuroimmunology, neurophysiology, and 
brain imaging technology have definitely changed the world and how we see 
ourselves, and have helped us understand how the mind works. Understandably, 
science wants to know the facts about the healing techniques mentioned earlier, 
such as hypnosis and meditations, if only to protect us from any potential harmful 
effects. Fortunately, many of these techniques (e.g., meditation, the emotional 
freedom technique, and the placebo effect) have received support from the 
sciences. 

These techniques claim to elicit positive feedback from the human body and 
mind, which causes the body and the brain to function well and to be healthy. 
Whenever you try to change the internal state, to calm, protect, or heal yourself, 
it is 

always good to include the power of belief, hope, acceptance, high emotions, 
mental rehearsal, focus, and intention. Why? Because, it works! 

It is all about suggestibility. When a person experiences intense emotions, that 
person becomes more suggestible to the positive end result. Believing alone will 
not turn your goal into reality; however, your goal most definitely will not turn 
into reality unless you believe that it will. Do you want to help or to heal yourself, 
or to increase your level of suggestibility? Go ahead and be grateful. Gratitude is 
a very powerful emotion. It can help you in many ways. Your strong emotional 
response will enable you to activate and to reach the place where the change is 
happening—your subconscious mind. If you really want to change your mindset, 
quiet your mind: Do not be too analytical, stressful, or push too hard to make it 
happen. Do not try to predict what is going to happen. Rationalizing is good, but 
not in this case. It will diminish your result. The power of your mind works well 
only when you are relaxed and calm.

You will reach the operating system of your mind—your subconscious mind—
only when you accept, believe, and surrender to its suggestions. If you are still 
questioning your method of choice for changing or healing your mind, stop it now.  
You need a powerful core of belief. Any kind of dilemma or fear should not be a 
part of any healing process.

Find the best method for healing and changing your mindset. You will then 
have the power to believe it ...and to achieve it.

What can you do to start believing in yourself power?

If you accept the law of attraction (manifestation), the first thing to do is to 
change how you think. Think better, more clearly, and differently compared to 
your present way of thinking. You know the saying, “What you think about is 
what you begin to bring in your life.”
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Everything starts with you and your commitment. If you want to change your 
present situation, to improve or heal your health and relationships, to reduce your 
stress at work or at home, or to attract more money, you should start believing in 
your own power of belief. Then anything is possible.

The next step is to clear your mind. Do not hold onto your past resentments, 
hates, jealousies, or disbeliefs. If you want to attract more in the future and to 
change yourself, your mind should be clear and ready to accept the new you.

Next, calm your mind. A calm mind is a mind that does not wander all over the 
place asking “what if,” “how do I,” or “why is it” questions. With a calm mind, 
you can concentrate better, and your thoughts can freely flow. This is a must for 
any possible change or improvement. You change yourself only when your mind 
is calm and clear. 

Try to concentrate. Concentration is an important part of your change. There 
is a direct correlation between concentration and manifestation. The more you are 
able to concentrate, the more manifestations you will attract.

Now comes your subconscious mind, the mind that is in charge of your life. 
Re- program your subconscious mind. Let me explain what I mean by that. The 
subconscious mind is the place where all of your programs (beliefs, opinions, etc.), 
are located. The programs in your subconscious mind, not your conscious mind, 
are running your life. Why is that?  The reason is that your subconscious mind is 
more powerful than your conscious mind. You are driven by your subconscious 
mind, not by your conscious mind. Whatever you want to change or to improve 
in your life, you must reach what is in your subconscious mind. You cannot reach 
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your subconscious mind with your conscious mind. No, you need the right tools 
to reach it. Deep in your subconscious mind is place where all of your blocks are 
held, including any limiting beliefs that may be holding you back from achieving 
your goals. Because they are in your subconscious mind, you cannot reach them 
with your conscious mind. More importantly, you do not even realise that they are 
there. If you are able to unlock and re-program your subconscious mind, you will 
open up new possibilities for yourself and change whatever you want.

There are many tools to help you reach your subconscious mind and overcome 
your subconscious blocks. You can use meditation, hypnosis, the Emotional 
Freedom Technique,

 visualisation, affirmations, energy field techniques, subconscious activation, 
and many other tools. 

Find the most effective tools for you to reach and change your subconscious 
mind.  

Thoughts, beliefs, expectations, feelings, intentions, faith, self-talk, and 
attitudes, play a huge role in individuals’ health. These characteristics can cure 
illnesses or cause sickness. That is how the mind works. The mind subconsciously 
activates an organism’s defence system, in ways we never imagined. Human 
bodies are capable of creating chemicals that heal and protect us from some 
medical conditions. However, many people are not aware of or do not believe in 
the power of the human mind, so they miss the opportunity to help themselves.

There is biology, and there is the neurobiology of human beliefs, faith, and 
expectations. What if just thinking of getting better will heal a medical problem, 
providing the same results as taking drugs or having an operation? Take for 
example people who got better while they were on a placebo, resulting in them 
creating their own natural cure. When a person takes a placebo, the hardwired 
circuits in the brain that react are the same as those in patients who took a drug. 
When you place 

intention and belief with your treatment, you will naturally achieve better 
results. This concept seems impossible to believe, like it is wishful thinking, but 
it is not the result of an active imagination. When people believe a particular 
procedure or medication will work, they strongly believe not only in the procedure 
or medication, but they also believe in the medical professionals performing the 
procedures.

When you combine meaning, intentions, and beliefs, you literally change the 
state of your body; you activate new genes.

You created your unhealthy state with your present mind, expectations, and 
beliefs. Therefore, you cannot heal yourself with the same mind, expectations, 
and beliefs. 

You cannot create an inner healing power with the same state of mind that 
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resulted in your current state. You need to completely change yourself, to become 
a new person. You need to change how you talk to yourself, what you believe in, 
how you perceive life, what choices you make, and what expectations you have.

If you really change your feelings, thoughts, and behaviours, you can change 
the expression of your genes. It is known as epigenetics, which is the science that 
addresses how the environment can influence genes. Epigenetics says you have 

power over your genes. You are not a victim of your genes. You are in charge 
for your genes’ expressions. This concept was totally unthinkable just 50 years 
ago, but it is now accepted. With the right mindset, we can help ourselves.

Just Try to Do 
Your Best!
Telling someone, or yourself, to just “do your best” is believed to be a 

great motivator. It isn’t. Theoretically, it encourages without putting on too 
much pressure. In reality, and rather ironically, it is more-or-less permission 
to be mediocre.  Edwin Locke and Gary Latham, two renown organizational 
psychologists, have spent several decade studying the difference between “do 
your best” goals and their antithesis: specific and difficult goals. Evidence from 
more than 1,000 studies conducted by researchers across the globe shows that 
goals that not only spell out exactly what needs to be accomplished, but that also 
set the bar for achievement high, result in far superior performance than simply 
trying to  “do your best.”  That’s because more difficult goals cause you to, often 
unconsciously, increase your effort, focus and commitment to the goal, persist 
longer, and make better use of the most effective strategies.

• Enlist the help of others.

Find someone, a co-worker or friend, with whom you share a common goal. 
Get someone to go to the gym with you, or to quit smoking with you, or share 
healthy meals with you. A partner can help you stay committed and motivated. 
Look for role models, people who have already achieved the goals you seek to 
reach. Ask them for advice and suggestions. Find how they got where they are, 
and incorporate what you learn into your plan.

• Visualize yourself having achieved each of your goals.

The more real you can make your visualization, the better. Find a quiet place, 
visualize, write down your experiences afterward. Go through magazines and cut 
out pictures that represent your goal, then put them around the house. Provide 
constant reminders to yourself about what you’re working towards. Describe 
your ideal life in the future. Write a few paragraphs describing what you have 
accomplished, and how your life is better as a result. Use the present tense as if it 
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is happening right here, right now. This is another way of making your vision real.

Just Visualize Success!

Advocates of “positive thinking “ are particularly fond of this piece of advice. 
But visualizing success, particularly effortless success, is not just unhelpful—it’s 
a great way to set yourself up for failure. Few motivational gurus understand 
that there’s an awfully big difference between believing you will succeed, and 
believing you will succeed easily. Realistic optimists believe they will succeed, but 
also believe they have to make success happen—through things like effort, careful 
planning, persistence, and choosing the right strategies. They don’t shy away 
from thinking “negative” thoughts, like what obstacles will I face? and how will 
I deal with them?  Unrealistic optimists, on the other hand, believe that success 
will happen to them, if they do lots and lots of visualizing. Recent research shows 
that this actually (and once again, ironically) serves to drain the very energy 
we need to reach our goals. People who spend too much time fantasizing about 
the wonderful future that awaits them don’t have enough gas left in the tank to 
actually get there.

• Get organized.

When you are prepared and organized, you will feel better about your ability 
to reach your goals. Having information scattered in too many places makes you 
feel out of control and undermines motivation. Set up a filing system, set aside 
your workout clothes.

• Reward yourself each step of the way.

Let yourself feel good about progress you’ve made. Treat yourself to rewards 
that will give you a lift as you accomplish each sub goal on your road to success.

How do high achievers really think?

There are a staple of the self-help industry, but there is a problem with standing 
in front of the mirror every morning and saying something like: “I prosper 
wherever I turn and I know that I deserve prosperity of all kinds.” “I am my own 
unique self—special, creative and wonderful.” Or “I will be king of the world 
in just five days, I just know it.” It makes you feel kind of silly (and sometimes 
worse). What does research show about how high achievers really think? High 
achievers are often marked, unsurprisingly, by a strong motive to achieve. Less 
accomplished individuals are often more motivated to avoid failure.

Achievement motivated individuals have a strong desire to accomplish 
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something important, and gain gratification from success in demanding tasks. 
Consequently they are willing to expend intense effort over long timespans 
in the pursuit of their goals. Failure-avoiding individuals are more focused on 
protecting themselves from the embarrassment and sense of incompetence that 
can accompany failing at a valued task. Consequently they are less likely to 
attempt achievement-oriented tasks, and may give up quickly if success is not 
readily forthcoming. Where total avoidance of tasks is not possible, failure-
avoiding individuals may procrastinate, give less than their best effort, or engage 
in other self-handicapping behaviour that provides a face-saving excuse in the 
event of failure (e.g. drinking heavily the night before the morning of an important 
exam). Of course, achievement motivation versus failure avoidance motivation 
exist on a continuum, with most of us falling somewhere in the middle. In the 
research literature, this continuum is described as Relative Motive Strength. An 
individual’s relative motive strength does not exist in a vacuum, but is associated 
with an elaborate matrix of beliefs that justify the commitment of intense effort 
toward goal achievement, or the relative lack thereof. The core beliefs that 
differentiate achievement motivated individuals are:

1. Success is your personal responsibility

Achievement motivated individuals tend to 
believe that initiative, effort, and persistence are key 
determinants of success at demanding tasks. Failure-
avoiding individuals are more likely to view success 
as dependent on available resources and situational 
constraints (e.g. the task is too hard, or the marker 
was biased).

2. Demanding tasks are opportunities

Achievement motivated individuals tend to 
see demanding tasks where success is uncertain as 
‘challenges’ or ‘opportunities’. Failure avoiding 
individuals are more likely to see them as ‘threats’ 
that may lead to the embarrassment of failure. An 
achievement motivated individual might tell a 
failure avoiding individual, “Anything worthwhile 
is difficult, so stop acting so surprised”.

3. Achievement striving is enjoyable

Achievement motivated individuals associate effort on demanding tasks 
with dedication, concentration, commitment and involvement. Failure-avoiding 
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individuals categorise such effort as overloading or stressful. They see perseverance 
in the face of setbacks and obstacles as slightly compulsive.

4. Achievement striving is valuable

Achievement motivated individuals value hard work in and 

of itself. Failure-avoiding individuals may mock achievement striving 
as uncool (e.g. the attitude that the L on learner plates stands for Loser). They 
may associate achievement striving with lack of a social life or even early death 
by heart attack.

5. Skills can be improved

Achievement-motivated individuals have a strong belief that they can improve 
their performance on demanding tasks with practice, training, coaching, and 
dedication to learning. Failure-avoiding individuals tend to see skills as fixed and/
or dependent on innate talents.

6. Persistence works

Achievement motivated individuals are inclined to believe that continued 
effort and commitment will overcome initial obstacles or failures. Failure-
avoiding individuals are inclined to see initial failure as a sign of things to come.

So the achievement motivated individual says, “Don’t assume that you can’t 
do something until you’ve tried. And I mean really tried, like tried 3000 times, not 
that you tried three times, and ‘oh I give up.’” And the failure-avoiding individual 
responds, “You really need to learn when to quit. “The beliefs held by achievement-
motivated individuals are not necessarily more logical or objectively correct than 
the beliefs held by failure-avoiding individuals, certainly not in all situations. 
However, they are empirically associated with high levels of achievement.

Once you understand the modes of achievement motivated versus failure-
avoiding thinking, you will recognise them in the way that others talk about their 
goals, dreams, successes, and setbacks. You will also recognise them in your 
own thinking, and you can choose to cultivate the beliefs that will support you 
to achieve your goals. This is more effective than just trying to think positive and 
relying on the laws on attraction to provide you with what you want.

Some hints for being a more confident person
Look at yourself. Who do you see? Superhero, muscles bulging, cape flying—

ready to conquer the world? No? If you don’t believe you can conquer the world, 
then there’s no way you ever will.
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You might not be superhuman, but you can combat the villain of low self-
esteem. How? “What is one way someone can build their self-confidence, 
personally and professionally?” or their self-confidence, personally and 
professionally?” or answers.

Strength and growth come only through continuous effort and struggle. 
– Napoleon Hill

Here are some suggestions:

1. Strengthen your mind.

Self-confidence is a state of mind that can be achieved through intentional 
action. Allotting time to nurture your mind, body and spirit (preferably one hour 
a day) can be done in a variety of ways. I prefer to read, exercise and meditate in 
the morning. If you’re not taking time for yourself, then you’re allowing someone 
or something to shape your view of the world.

2. Discard the negative thoughts you don’t need.

A whole new branch of psychology is dedicated to mindfulness, but it boils 
down to this: Negative thoughts and 

insecurities pop up like pimples. And, like pimples, picking at them—even if 
you mean to discredit and burst that negative bubble—ultimately makes it worse. 
So, mindfulness practice teaches you to treat thoughts as tools. Use and strengthen  
the ones you need; discard the ones you don’t.

3. Live a lifestyle of personal growth.

Putting yourself into courses or professional relationships that force you to 
grow ensures that you’re always expanding, which in turn generates confidence 
and humility. From therapeutic programs to leadership programs to physical 
programs, committing to this kind of regular growth and showing up and being 
fully present are the keys to confidence.

4. Learn about impostor syndrome.

Many professionals will at some point experience a psychological phenomenon 
known as imposter syndrome, complete with feelings of inadequacy and a fear 
that everything accomplished to date has been through sheer luck. To overcome 
this, learn to internalize accomplishments.

5. Dress for success.

No matter what level of business you’re in, it’s important to dress for the client 
you want, rather than the client you have. There’s this idea of working from home 
in PJs. The most successful people get up early and dress like they’re off for a 
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day at the office, and it’s reflected in their attitude. When you look good, you 
feel good and you’re more confident, too.

6. Take an improv class.

Improv classes make you think on your toes in front of an audience. Being on 
stage helps grow your confidence; being in front of crowds teaches you how to 
think and react quickly—all things that translate well to a boardroom or public 
speaking opportunity.

7. Produce a high-quality personal brand.

I believe that a key component to building self-confidence is in publicly 
building one’s own brand. This can be done through the creation of high-quality 
content like blog posts, e-books, podcasts or video content. Even if it doesn’t 
receive much traction initially, the fact that you have a body of work that you are 
proud to refer others to can make a big difference in your self-confidence.

8. Recognize your value outside of your work.

Your self-confidence needs to be rooted in who you are 
completely outside of your success in business. So find ways to get connected 

with yourself and grow. Perhaps volunteer, do pro-bono work, meditate, work out, 
read, hang out with friends. Whatever it takes for you to see your value regardless 
of how well you’re doing professionally.

So, look again. Is your cape flying?

Your sense of self-worth is integral to achieving success. Find out 
how to find your true value in a world of material success.

Practical Steps to Personal Development

Practical steps can be taken to enhance personal development, including:

	Organising your time.

	Producing a personal CV or résumé.

	Undertaking a skills appraisal.

	Looking at your transferable skills.

	Overcoming barriers to learning a new skill.
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Organizing Your Time

If you are considering making changes in your life, finding additional time 
often poses a problem.  It could be that the changes you are thinking of making 
are to ensure you have extra time to:

	Spend with your family.

	Spend on things you enjoy doing.

	Devote to your work.

	Devote to your education.

Whatever the reason, looking at how you spend your time will encourage 
you to think of ways your time could be managed more effectively.

How you may manage your time more effectively:

	 Learning to say ‘no’ to jobs or requests that you feel are not your 
responsibility.

	 Learning to delegate – sharing jobs can be fun and will leave you with 
more time.

	 Making a ’to do’ list of tasks you need to do each day/week, ticking 
off tasks that you complete.

	 Giving up things you do not really want or need to do.

	 Identifying your high and low times of the day.  Everyone has a time 
when he/she feels more or less energetic.  Try to do the most demanding tasks 
when you have the greatest energy as you will do them more quickly, thereby 
releasing more time to spend on other things.

For many people their personal development will involve setting goals; these 
might be to change behaviour - as in looking at their time management - learning 
new skills or advancing their career.

Many employers are looking for the same sorts of skills. These include 
good communication skills, the ability to work as part of a team and the 
ability to learn – these are 

often termed ‘Soft Skills’ and are the sorts of skills that SkillsYouNeed 
writes about.  Beyond that the skills required will depend on the particular 
job.

Personal Curriculum Vitae (CV) or Résumé

Drawing up a CV or résumé is not only necessary when applying for jobs, it 
can also be very useful for your own benefit and will help you appraise the skills 
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you have gained through education, training, employment, voluntary work, leisure 
and other activities.  In turn it will help to highlight skills that you should work 
on developing.

There are numerous different ways of setting out and presenting a CV or 
résumé for the purpose of applying for a job – you should be very careful to 
include all relevant information and make sure your document is well written and 
well presented. However, for the purpose of a personal CV or résumé, for your own 
reference and as a way to access your skills a simple format is all that is needed. 

Transferable Skills

Many skills that you have learnt and developed either through work, education 
or your personal life can be successfully applied to other areas of your life.  For 
example, good listening skills are important in many aspects of life.  Such skills 
are known as ‘Transferable Skills’ a term which is usually associated with a skill 
set that can be easily transferred from one job to another.  Analysing your existing 
skills will help you identify both skills and personal qualities that could be used in 
another field.  Further examples of transferable skills are IT skills, interpersonal 
skills, communication (verbal and written), organisational skills, literacy and 
numeracy, problem-solving and understanding the needs of others or emotional 
intelligence. Transferable skills are skills and abilities that are relevant and helpful 
across different areas of life: socially, professionally and at school. They are 
‘portable skills’. 

People usually think about their transferable skills when applying for a job or 
when thinking about a career change.  Employers often look for people who can 
demonstrate a good set of transferable skills. The good news is that you already 
have transferable skills – you’ve developed such skills and abilities throughout 
your life, at school and perhaps at university, at home and in your social life, as 
well as through any experience in the work-place.  It is often important that you 
can identify and give examples of the transferable skills that you have developed 
- this will go a long way to persuading prospective employers that you are right 
for the job.

Overcoming Barriers to Learning a 
New Skill

Learning a new skill will broaden the 
opportunities open to you, at the same time 
as empowering you as an individual. There 
are many things that prevent people from 
learning new skills, these barriers may be 
overcome with some thought.  These might 
include:
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	Lack of Confidence or Self-Esteem:  This is one of the greatest 
obstacles facing many individuals.  However, if this is a problem then ask 
yourself if there is anyone who would support and help you take the first steps 
towards learning a new skill.  Often, once the first move is made then the 
greatest hurdle is overcome.  Confidence increases as you develop new skills.

	Economic Situation:  You may see your financial situation as a barrier 
to developing new skills, this need not be the case.  The internet has lots of 
pages and tools that can help you develop specify skills.  There may be courses 
offered in local schools, colleges or universities which are free or offered at a 
reduced rate for people on a lower incomes.  Distance-learning courses allow 
you to study at home

 which can help to reduce the cost of learning.  There may exist trust funds 
or charities that offer grants for people developing new skills in your area.  
It is also possible to learn a new skill with the aid of books from a library.  
Also, voluntary work can provide an excellent opportunity for learning and 
developing new skills as can being a member of a local group or society.

	 Family Commitments:  If you have family commitments that prevent 
you from having the time to learn a new skill, perhaps it is possible for you 
to enlist the help of a friend or family member to give you a few free hours 
weekly.  Colleges and universities offering vocational training courses may 
have free or subsidised crèche places.

	Lack of Time:   how you could reorganise your time to fit in the 
development of a new skill.

Recording your Personal Development

It is often a good idea to keep a record of your personal development. By 
writing down key developments in your learning and development as and when 
they occur, you will be able to reflect on your successes at a later date. This 
reflection may well help to motivate you to learn more skills in the future. 

How to empower ourselves
Personal empowerment is about looking at who you are and becoming more 

aware of yourself as a unique individual. Personal empowerment involves 
developing the confidence and strength to set realistic goals and fulfil your 
potential.  Everyone has strengths and weaknesses and a range of skills that 
are used in everyday situations, but all too often people remain unaware of, or 
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undervalue, their true abilities. A person aiming for empowerment is able to take 
control of their life by making positive choices and setting goals.  Developing 
self-awareness, an understanding of your strengths and weaknesses - knowing 
your own limitations is key to personal empowerment. Taking steps to set and 
achieve goals - both short and longer-term and developing new skills, acts to 
increase confidence which, in itself, is essential to self-empowerment.

What is Personal Empowerment?

At a basic level, the term ‘empowerment’ simply means ‘becoming 
powerful’.  Building personal empowerment involves reflecting on our 
personal values, skills and goals and being prepared to adjust our behaviour 
in order to achieve our goals. Personal empowerment also means being aware 
that other people have their own set of values and goals which may different 
to ours. Many other, more detailed, definitions exist. These usually centre on the 
idea that personal empowerment gives an individual the ability to:

	Take control of their circumstances and achieve their own goals in 
their personal and working life.

	Become more aware of their strengths and weaknesses and therefore 
be better equipped to deal with problems and achieve goals.

	Enhance the contribution they make both as an individual and as a 
member of a team.

	Take opportunities to enhance personal growth and a sense of 
fulfilment.

Developing personal empowerment usually involves making some 
fundamental changes in life, which is not always an easy process.  The degree of 
change required will differ from person to person, depending on the individual 
starting point.

Dimensions of Personal Empowerment

The following ‘dimensions of personal empowerment’ are based on the 
belief that the greater the range of coping responses an individual develops, 
the greater their chance of coping effectively with diverse life situations.  
These dimensions are:

• Self-Awareness 

Self-awareness involves understanding our individual character and how we 
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are likely to respond to situations.  This enables us building our positive qualities 
and be aware of any negative traits which may reduce our effectiveness.  Self-
aware people make conscious decisions to enhance their lives whenever possible, 
learning from past experiences.

• Values

Values are opinions or beliefs that are important to us but which we are not 
always aware of.  They can be any kind of belief or perceived obligation, anything 
we prefer and for any reason.  The reasons we may prefer one thing over another, 
or choose one course of action over another, may not always be obvious or 
known; there may be no apparent reason for our values.     
      Nevertheless our values are important to us as individuals.  In order to be self-
aware it is necessary to be aware of our values, to critically examine them and to 
accept that our values may be different from those of others.

• Skills

An individual’s skills are the main resource which enables them achieving 
their desired goals.  Skills can be gained through experience, practice, education 
and training.  It is only by developing such skills that individual values can be 
translated into action.

• Information

Knowledge or information is necessary in the development of self-awareness 
and skills.  It is an essential skill in itself to know where to find appropriate 
information.  Without information, the choices open to people are limited, both 
in their personal and working lives.  The internet has provided an easy way for 
everybody to access huge amounts of information very quickly and easily.  The 
problem is then centred around the quality of the information found, and the skill 
set is concerned with finding accurate and reliable information.

• Goals

Setting goals is a mean by which an individual can take charge of his/her life.  
The process of setting a goal involves people thinking about their values and the 
direction that they would like their lives to follow.       
     Choices are made through reflection followed by action.  Goals should always 
be both specific and realistic.  Setting personal goals gives us a sense of direction 
in life, this direction is essential to personal empowerment.
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• Language and Empowerment

Language is the main medium of human communication whether used in 
spoken or written form. The use of language, how individuals express themselves 
verbally and non-verbally to others, can be empowering to both themselves and 
the people with whom they are communicating.  Looking at how language is 
used is important in terms of self-empowerment and when attempting to empower 
other people.

The Use of Language for Personal Empowerment 

In terms of personal empowerment and communication the following 
ideas are helpful and their use can be both self-affirming and positive:

• Use Positive Language:  Research into language suggests that a person’s 
self-image is reflected in the words they use.  For example, people who 
say they ‘should’ behave in a certain way implies passivity and can 
detract from them seeming to be in control and taking responsibility for 
their actions.  Talking about yourself in a positive way, acknowledging 
strengths and weaknesses, can be empowering.

• Use Active Language:  Use terms which imply positive action rather than 
making vague statements, particularly when talking about the future.  For 
example, ‘I will...’ and ‘I can...’.

• Use Words to Define Your Own Space and Identity:  If you fail to use 
words to define your own space and identity then others will tend to define 
you and set standards by which you evaluate yourself.  Furthermore, they 
will try to persuade you to conform to their demands.  Be clear about who 
you are and what your values and goals are – do not let others define you.

• The Use of Language for Empowering Others

• In order to use language to help empower others:

• Do not use jargon or complex terminology:  The use of jargon and 
complex terminology can be both alienating and dis-empowering.  When 
working with clients the use of jargon can create feelings of intimidation 
and inferiority.  Without shared understanding of the words you use, 
effective and empowering communication cannot take place.  Choose 
words with care, which give clarity to what you are trying to express.

• Focus on the words people use:  Mirror words people use, see our 
pages:  Reflection and Clarification for more information. Using shared 
terminology appropriately can enable you appear more ‘in tune’ with the 
other person and what they are saying.
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• Choose positive words:  Choosing positive or active words such as ‘will’ 
or ‘can’ indicates that you have control in your life and is more likely to 
induce positive action in others.  Compare the use of these words with 
others such as ‘might’ or ‘maybe’ which suggest hesitancy.  Using words 
and statements which carry responsibility are empowering as they suggest 
a determined rather than a passive approach.

• Avoid criticism and negativity:  Criticism should always be given with 
extreme care and only when absolutely necessary.  Once words have been 
spoken they cannot be easily taken back.  If criticism is necessary then 
it can be given in a constructive way, through the use of positive and 
supporting words and phrases.  Always attempt to cushion criticism with 
positive observations.

• Use open questions when appropriate:  The use of closed questions 
will restrict responses to ‘yes’ and ‘no’  answers.  This type of question 
can leave people feeling powerless because there is no opportunity to 
explain their response.  On the other hand, open questions give the person 
being asked the chance to explore the reasons behind their answers.  Open 
questions encourage a person to take responsibility for their thoughts and 
actions and can therefore aid empowerment.  Open questions can also 
help people to solve problems through their own devices, help them to set 
their own goals and work out an appropriate plan of action. 

Developing new skills for empowerment

We all have opportunities to explore and develop new skills.  In order to 
become more empowered we should, in our interactions with others, aim to:

	 Develop trust.

	 Understand our strengths, weaknesses and limits.

	 Develop confidence and self-esteem.

Developing Trust

Developing trust can be a difficult and lengthy process.  In order to 
develop trust with others you should aim to:

	Be Open:  In the sharing of information, ideas and thoughts.  When 
appropriate also sharing emotions, feelings and reactions.  Also aim to 
reciprocate appropriately, when somebody shares their emotions, thoughts or 
feelings with you.

	Share and Co-operate:  Share resources and knowledge with others to 
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help them to achieve their goals. Work together towards mutual goals.

	Be Trustworthy:  When other people place their trust in you do your 
best to provide positive outcomes.

	Be Accepting:  Hold the values and views of others in high regard.

	Be Supportive:  Support others when necessary but also recognise their 
strengths - allowing them to work towards goals without your intervention as 
appropriate.

In the workplace and in any professional working relationship there 
are three basic components of trust:

	Trust the integrity and goodwill between all workers, regardless of salary 
or status and whether paid or unpaid.

	Trust that all workers within an organisation share the same objectives 
and are open with each other about any conflicting objectives.

	Trust each other’s competence and to do what you promise to undertake.

Trust can be broken very quickly and may never be restored to 
its former level, think about the points above and try to build 
and maintain trusting relationships in both your personal and 
professional life.

Avoid the following actions that may destroy trust and have a detrimental 
effect on personal empowerment:

	 Making a joke at another’s expense.

	 Being judgemental about another’s behaviour, attitudes or beliefs.

	 Communicating rejection or non-acceptance, either verbally or   
 non-verbally.

Understanding Your Strengths, Weaknesses and Limits

Becoming empowered includes knowing your own strengths and 
weaknesses, identifying these will enable you to work on improving your 
weaknesses and build on your strengths.

It is not uncommon for other people to have misjudged your strengths and 
weaknesses, or for you to misjudge those of others.  This can lead to opportunities 
being limited due to the misconception of abilities.  It is important, therefore, to 
know your own strengths and weaknesses and to communicate them clearly to 
others, whilst encouraging others to communicate their strengths and weaknesses 
to you.
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In some circumstances you may feel that you face problems that are truly 
beyond your capabilities.  In such cases you should seek help.  Empowered people 
know their own limits and have no problems with asking for help or guidance.  
Self-knowledge, often referred to as self-awareness, is a strength which enables 
you to set personal improvement goals in order to make a more substantial 
contribution.  The more empowered you become, the more you will be able to 
help others to become empowered.

Developing Confidence
Confidence acts as one of the greatest motivators or most powerful 

limitations to anyone trying to change their behaviour and become more 
empowered. Most people only undertake tasks that they feel capable of doing 
and it takes great effort to overcome a lack of confidence in one’s capabilities.  
Self-empowerment involves people constantly challenging their own beliefs and 
what they are capable of undertaking.

Personal empowerment is not a static thing that you can do once in your 
life.

You should view personal empowerment as on-going personal development.  
As circumstances change and develop and as we ourselves change and develop so 
do our needs for development and empowerment.

Building Confidence
Confidence is not something that can be learned like a set of rules; confidence 

is a state of mind. Positive thinking, practice, training, knowledge and talking to 
other people are all useful ways to help improve or boost your confidence levels.

Confidence comes from feelings of well-being, acceptance of your body and 
mind (self-esteem) and belief in your own ability, skills and experience. Low-
confidence can be a result of many factors including: fear of the unknown, criticism, 
being unhappy with personal appearance (self-esteem), feeling unprepared, poor 
time-management, lack of knowledge and previous failures. Confidence is not a 
static measure, our confidence to perform roles and tasks can increase and 
decrease; some days we may feel more confident than others.

Confidence and self-esteem are not the same thing, although they are often 
linked. Confidence is the term we use to describe how we feel about our ability to 
perform roles, functions and tasks. Self-esteem is how we feel about ourselves, the 
way we look, the way we think - whether or not we feel worthy or valued. People 
with low self-esteem often also suffer from generally low confidence, but people 
with good self-esteem can also have low confidence. It is also perfectly possible 
for people with low self-esteem to be very confident in some areas.

Performing a role or completing a task confidently is not about not 
making mistakes. Mistakes are inevitable, especially when doing something 
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new. Confidence includes knowing what to do when mistakes come to light and 
therefore is also about problem solving and decision making. 

Ways to Improve Confidence

Planning and Preparation

People often feel less confident about new or potentially difficult situations. 
Perhaps the most important factor in developing confidence is planning and 
preparing for the unknown.

If you are applying for a new job for example, you would be wise to prepare 
for the interview. Plan what you would want to say in the interview and think 
about some of the questions that you may be asked.  Practise your answers with 
friends or colleagues and gain their feedback.

Learning, Knowledge and Training

Learning and research can help us to feel more confident about our ability to 
handle situations, roles and tasks. Knowing what to expect and how and why things 
are done will add to your awareness and usually make you feel more prepared and 
ultimately more confident. Learning and gaining knowledge can sometimes make 
us feel less confident about our abilities to perform roles and tasks, when this 
happens we need to combine our knowledge with experience. By doing something 
we have learned a lot about we put theory to practice which develops confidence 
and adds to the learning and comprehension. In the workplace, training may be 
provided for staff to teach them how to manage or work with new systems and 
procedures. During a period of organisational change this is particularly important 
as many people will naturally resist changes. However if those affected by the 
changes are given adequate information and training then such resistances can 
usually be minimised.

Positive Thought

Positive thought can be a very powerful way of improving confidence. 
There is a lot of information about positive thinking both online and in print. 
The basic rules of positive thinking are to highlight your strengths and 
successes and learn from your weaknesses and mistakes. This is a lot easier 
than it sounds, we often dwell on things that we are not happy with from our 
past - making them into bigger issues than they need to be. These negative 
thoughts can be very damaging to confidence and your ability to achieve goals. 
Try to recondition the way you think about yourself:

	Know your strengths and weaknesses. Write a list of things that you 
are good at and things that you know need improvement. Discuss your list with 
friends and family, inevitably they will be able to add to the list. Celebrate and 
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develop your strengths and find ways to improve or manage your weaknesses.

	We all make mistakes. Don’t think of your mistakes as negatives but 
rather as learning opportunities.

	Accept compliments and compliment yourself. When you receive a 
compliment from somebody else, thank them and ask for more details; what 
exactly did they like? Recognise your own achievements and celebrate them 
by rewarding yourself and telling friends and family about them.

	Use criticism as a learning 
experience. Everybody sees the world 
differently, from their own perspective, 
what works for one person may not 
work for another. Criticism is just the 
opinion of somebody else. Be assertive 
when receiving criticism, don’t reply in 
a defensive way or let criticism lower 
your self-esteem. Listen to the criticism 
and make sure that you understand what 
is being said, use criticism as a way to 
learn and improve. 

	Try to stay generally 
cheerful and have a positive outlook 
on life. Only complain or criticise when 
necessary and when you do, do so in a 

constructive way. Offer others compliments and congratulate them on their 
successes.

Experience

As we successfully complete tasks and goals, our confidence that we can 
complete the same and similar tasks again increases. Gaining experience and 
taking the first step can, however, be very difficult. Often the thought of starting 
something new is worse than actually doing it, this is where preparation, learning 
and thinking positively can help. Break roles and tasks down into small achievable 
goals. Make each one of your goals fit SMART criteria. That is to make goals 
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and Timed.

Be Assertive

Being assertive means standing up for what you believe in and sticking to 
your principles. Being assertive also means that you can change your mind if 
you believe it is the right thing to do, not because you are under pressure from 
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somebody else. Assertiveness, confidence and self-esteem are all very closely 
linked - usually people become naturally more assertive as they develop their 
confidence.

Avoid Arrogance

Arrogance is detrimental to interpersonal relationships.

As your confidence grows and you become successful, avoid feeling or acting 
superior to others. Remember - nobody is perfect, there is always more that you 
can learn. Celebrate your strengths and successes and recognise your weaknesses 
and failures. Give others credit for their work - use compliments and praise 
sincerely. Be courteous and polite and show interest in what others are doing, ask 
questions and get involved.

Admit your mistakes and be prepared to laugh at yourself!

Mistakes are proof that you are trying.
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Part III: 
PERSONALITY AND TYPES OF ATTITUDE.   

    WHO AM I?

Do you know yourself? Let’s check.

There are 4 basic styles of attitude:

	Analytical

	Leader

	Good-natured realist

	Expressive - Energetic Doers

Analytical

Analytical Thinkers are reserved, quiet persons. They like to get to the bottom 
of things - curiosity is one of their strongest motives. They want to know what 
holds the world together deep down inside. They do not really need much more to 
be happy because they are modest persons. 

Many mathematicians, philosophers and scientists belong to this type. 
Analytical Thinkers loathe contradictions and illogicalness; with their sharp 
intellect, they quickly and comprehensively grasp patterns, principles and 
structures. 

They are particularly interested in the fundamental nature of things and 
theoretical findings; for them, it is not necessarily a question of translating these 
into practical acts or in sharing their considerations with others. 

Analytical Thinkers like to work alone; their ability to concentrate is more 
marked than that of all other personality types. 

They are open for and interested in new information. Analytical Thinkers have 
little interest in everyday concerns - they are always a little like an “absent-minded 
professor” whose home and workplace are chaotic and who only concerns himself 
with banalities such as bodily needs when it becomes absolutely unavoidable. 

The acknowledgement of their work by others does not play a great 
role for them; in general, they are quite independent of social relationships 
and very self-reliant.  Analytical Thinkers therefore often give others the 
impression that they are arrogant or snobby - especially because they do not 
hesitate to speak their mind with their often harsh (even if justified) criticism 
and their imperturbable self-confidence. Incompetent contemporaries do 
not have it easy with them. But whoever succeeds in winning their respect 
and interest has a witty and very intelligent person to talk to. A partner who 
amazes one with his excellent powers of observation and his very dry humour. 
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It takes some time before Analytical Thinkers make friends, but then they are 
mostly friends for life. They only need very few people around them. Their most 
important ability is to be a match for them and thus give them inspiration. 

Constant social obligations quickly get on their nerves; they need a lot of 
time alone and often withdraw from others. Their partner must respect this and 
understand that this is not due to the lack of affection. Once they have decided in 
favour of a person, Analytical Thinkers are loyal and reliable partners. However, 
one cannot expect romance and effusive expressions of feelings from them and 
they will definitely forget their wedding anniversary. But they are always up to a 
night spent with stimulating discussions and a good glass of wine!

Leader

A leadership style is a leader’s style of providing direction, implementing 
plans, and motivating people. There are many different leadership styles that can 
be exhibited by leaders in the political, business or other fields.
o Autocratic Leadership — The autocratic leader is given the power to 

make decisions alone, having total authority. They stand in master of the 
people and impose their wills and no one is allowed to challenge them. This 
is the style used by the Catholic Church for example, dictators and monarchs. 
On the other end, this leadership style seems to be good for employees that 
need close supervision to perform certain tasks. Creative employees and 
team players resent this type of leadership, since they are unable to enhance 
processes or decision making, resulting in job dissatisfaction (Lewin, Lippitt, 
& White, 1939).

o Bureaucratic leadership — The bureaucratic leader believes more in very 
structured procedures and tends to bend over the pre-established measures 
rather it was successful or not. This type of leadership has no space to explore 
new ways to solve problems and is usually slow paced to ensure adherence 
to the ladders stated by the company. Universities, hospitals, banks and 
government usually require this type of leader in their organizations to ensure 
quality, increase security and decrease corruption. Leaders who would like 
to speed up the process will experience frustration and anxiety and are not 
welcome (Weber, 1905).

o Charismatic leadership — The charismatic leader leads by infusing energy 
and eagerness into their team members. A charismatic leader is someone 
who is often on the run. S/he is not someone who feels pleased with any 
type of stationary situation. This type of leader has to be committed to the 
organization for the long run. If the success of the division or project is 
attributed to the leader and not the team, charismatic leaders may become a 
risk for the company by deciding to resign for advanced opportunities. 
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o Democratic leadership or participative leadership — The democratic 
leader listens to the team’s ideas and studies them, but hold the responsibility 
to make the final decision. Team players contribute to the final decision 
therefore increasing people satisfaction and ownership, feeling their input 
was considered when the final decision was taken. When changes arises, 
this type of leadership helps the team assimilate the changes better and more 
rapidly than other styles, knowing they were consulted and contributed 
to the decision making process, minimizing resistance and intolerance. A 
shortcoming of this leadership style is that it has difficulty when decisions 
are needed in a short period of time or at the moment (Lewin, Lippitt, & 
White, 1939).

o Laissez-faire leadership — The laissez-faire leader gives no continuous 
feedback or supervision because the employees are highly experienced and 
need little supervision to obtain the expected outcome. This type of style is 
also associated with leaders that don’t lead at all, failing in supervising team 
members, resulting in lack of control and higher costs, bad service or failure 
to meet deadlines. In government this is what the type of leadership which 
may drive to anarchy (Lewin, Lippitt, & White, 1939).

o People-oriented leadership— The people-oriented leader is the one that, 
in order to comply with effectiveness and efficiency, supports, trains and 
develops his personnel, increasing job satisfaction and genuine interest to do 
a good job (Fiedler, 1967).

o Servant leadership — The servant leader facilitates goal accomplishment by 
giving its team members what they need in order to be productive. This leader 
is an instrument employees use to reach the goal rather than a commanding 
voice that moves to change. This leadership style, in a manner similar to 
democratic leadership, tends to achieve the results in a slower timeframe than 
other styles, although employee engagement is higher (Greenleaf, 1977).

o Task-oriented leadership — The task-oriented leader focuses on the 
job, and concentrates on the specific tasks assigned to each employee to reach 
goal accomplishment. This leadership style suffers the same motivational 
issues as autocratic leadership, showing no involvement in the team’s 
needs. It requires close supervision and control to achieve expected results 
(Fiedler,1967). Another name for this is deal maker and is linked to a first 
phase in managing change, enhance, according to the “organize with chaos” 
approach (Rowley & Roevens, 1999).

o Transactional leadership — The transactional leader is given power to 
perform certain tasks and reward or punish for a team’s performance. It 
gives the opportunity to the manager to lead the group and the group agrees 
to follow his lead to accomplish a predetermined goal in exchange for 
something else. Power is given to the leader to evaluate, correct and train 
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subordinates when productivity is not up to the desired level and reward 
effectiveness when expected outcome is reached (Burns, 1978).

o Transformational leadership — The transformation leader motivates 
its team to be effective and efficient. Communication is the base 
for goal achievement focusing the group in the final desired outcome or 
goal attainment. This leader is highly visible and uses chain of command to 
get the job done. Transformational leaders focus on the big picture, needing 
to be surrounded by people who take care    of the details. The leader is 
always looking for ideas that move the organization to reach the company’s 
vision (Burns, 1978)

o Environmental leadership — The environmental leader is the one who 
nurtures group or organizational environment to affect the emotional and 
psychological perception of an individual’s place in that group or organization. 
An understanding and application of group psychology and dynamics is 
essential for this style to be effective. The leader uses organizational culture 
to inspire individuals and develop leaders at all levels. This leadership style 
relies on creating an education atmosphere where groups interactively learn 
the fundamental psychology of group dynamics and culture from each other. 
The leader uses this psychology, and complementary language, to influence 
direction through the members of the inspired group to do what is required 
for the benefit of all (Carmazzi, 2005)

o Good-natured realist      
Good-natured Realists are warm-hearted, helpful personalities. They do 
their work conscientiously and have a pronounced organizing talent. They 
often feel they are committed to traditional values. The family in particular 
is extremely important to Good-natured Realists. Their greatest pleasure 
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is making themselves useful and taking care of other people. But they do 
not like pushing themselves to the fore; they prefer to fulfil their tasks 
out of the limelight. Good-natured Realists are real workaholics; they are 
very reliable and nothing is too much for them when it is a question of 
completing a project. Thoroughness, conscientiousness and sense of duty 
are their strongest points. They prefer established and familiar situations to 
new and unknown situations. In dealing with others, Good-natured Realists 
are considerate and obliging; they are always happy to put aside their own 
requirements in the interest of their family and friends. Their home is mostly 
very well cared-for, cosy and tidy.      
     Their perfectionism on the one hand and their aversion to delegating tasks 
on the other hand often lead to them taking on too much both professionally 
and privately. They cannot stand discord; conflicts make them very unhappy. 
One could almost describe them as being harmony-addicted - and this 
sometimes leads them to strongly neglecting themselves and their own 
wishes because they are unable to bring themselves to put up a fight. Good-
natured Realists dream of a stable and trusting relationship for life. Marriage 
and family are very important to them. They take care of their partner 
attentively and lovingly and put up with a lot for a harmonious relationship. 
They are also loyal and reliable friends. However, they can be very hurt if 
their interpersonal commitment is taken for granted for too long.

Energetic Doers

Energetic Doers are cheerful and spontaneous persons. They are charming and 
full of energy and real persons of action. They keep a clear head and the overview 
even in difficult situations. This makes them popular problem solvers. Their 
ability of being able to absorb and process information is phenomenal. Energetic 
Doers also have strong powers of observation and a keen sense when dealing with 
other people. 

They are very perceptive, witty and clever. They have a natural ability of 
convincing others of their point of view. Energetic Doers live completely in the 
here and now and make spontaneous decisions from one moment to the next. 
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They love being together with other people and are sensuous, lively and amusing 
conversationalists. It is no problem for them to be the effervescent centre of 
attention at a party and they are generous, skilful and good hosts. 

They do not brood over consequences for long; they quickly grasp all the 
relevant facts, make a pragmatic decision and enforce that decision vigorously. 
Should a decision later turn out to have been wrong, one can always make new plans. 
Energetic Doers magically attract fun and action. 

They need the kick - as far as possible with other people. Many representatives 
of this type have dangerous hobbies or go in for extreme sports. They quite 
consciously put themselves in dangerous situations again and again. At work 
too, Energetic Doers seek fun and variety above all. They are bored to death by 
routine, safety and calculability. 

Crises are their elixir of life and really bring their strong points to light. They 
react to new challenges flexibly and effectively. They gain their confidence from 
their imperturbable self-assuredness that they will be able to cope with them. 
Energetic Doers prefer practical activities which lead to visible results rather than 
theoretical fields of work. Endless discussions with colleagues quickly get on their 
nerves and they do not have the patience for interpersonal niceties. They say how 
something has to be done and that’s that! 

Do something today that your future self will thank you for.

Energetic Doers keep their friends in suspense with their wit, esprit and 
quickness in repartee. They mostly have a large circle of friends and acquaintances 
but often remain non-committal in their relationships. 

They expect a great deal of reliability and tolerance from their really good 
friends but are also willing to give the same to them. However, due to their 
spontaneous nature, they always remain a little surprising and unpredictable, also 
for their partners. Energetic Doers need a lot of space and time to themselves; they 
quickly feel hemmed in if their partners cling too strongly to them. But if you give 
them plenty of leeway, they are generous, cheerful and extremely imaginative life 
companions with whom you can have a lot of fun and enjoy life to the full. 

They do not avoid conflicts but address them openly and sometimes sparks can 
really fly. But this is typical for Energetic Doers and, afterwards, they are all the 
more devoted and loving.
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Part IV: 
CREATING A PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Organisations are increasingly 
using Personal Development 
Plans as a way to form the basis of 
training and career development of 
individuals.

The Key questions to be asked 
when a PDP needed are:

	Where am I now? 
    
 If we question this we need 

to identify existing skills / qualifications, our strengths and weaknesses. 

	 Where do I want to go?     
What are my long term aims, future required skills/ qualifications
	 How am I going to get there?    

Here you have to set a timeline to be sure that you will achieve the desired 
goals. These are your so called short-term goals or steps.

What are the benefits of having a Personal Development Plan?
There are both benefits for the individual and employer.

• Individual: the plan can be a motivating factor

• Become focused on self-improvement and  understand the long-term 
implications of efforts

• Employer’s point of view: the plans encourage employees to be proactive 
about their career planning

What does PDP mean?

Personal development planning is the process of creating an action plan 
based on awareness, values, reflection, goal-setting and planning for personal 
development within the context of a career, education, relationship or for self-
improvement.

The PDP (personal development plan), also called an IDP (individual 
development plan) or PEP (personal enterprise plan), usually includes a statement 
of one’s aspirations, strengths or competencies, education and training, and stages or 
steps to indicate how the plan is to be realized. Personal development plans may also 
include a statement of one’s career and lifestyle priorities, career positioning, analysis 
of opportunities and risks, and alternative plans (Plan B),and a curriculum vitae.
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In higher education, personal development plans typically include a portfolio 
containing evidence of the skills gathered over a particular timeframe. It is 
presumed in education that undertaking PDP will assist in creating self-directed 
independent learners who are more likely to progress to higher levels of academic 
attainment. It is also used in Human resource management. Personal development 
plans are often a requirement for employee CVs. Employees who are participating 
in business training are often asked to complete a personal development plan.

A five year personal development plan can often be developed by an individual 
to organize personal goals and make them achievable within a certain time period.

Personal Development Plan: Guidance notes 

“Personal development planning enables individuals to take charge of their 
own learning.  Learning becomes a proactive as well as reactive process, designed 
and prioritised to support immediate development needs as well as longer term 
ambitions”

A Personal Development Plan (PDP) enables learners to identify key areas of 
learning and development activity that will enable them to either acquire new or 
develop existing skills and behavioural attributes for the following purposes:

• enhance performance in their current role

• address anticipated changes in their current role

• address career aspirations towards a future role 

Prior to completing the Personal Development, the learner should undertake 
a skills analysis activity to determine their learning and development needs and 
identify development objectives to meet those needs.

We recommend that the personal development planning process should be 
undertaken initially by the learner followed by discussion and agreement with 
their manager.  

It is recommended that this process should take place annually and ideally 
should form part of the Staff Development and Review (Appraisal) process.  
However, it can be equally valuable when undertaken as a stand-alone activity.

The personal development planning process should ideally begin at the point 
at which the learner is new to their role and undertaking their induction. 

Personal Development Plan:       
     Key to terminology used in template 

Development Objectives are objectives that you have identified to enable you 
to meet the learning and development needs identified at the skills analysis stage

Priority identifies whether your development objective is:
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	critical to your current role

	beneficial but non-critical to your current role

	critical to your progressing in to future role

	beneficial but non-critical to progressing in to future role

Activities can constitute any learning or development activity that will enable 
you to achieve your development objectives e.g. formal training, on-the-job 
training, work-shadowing another colleague etc.

Support/Resources describe what you need to help you achieve your 
development objectives.  Typically this would involve support from your manager, 
department or colleague to enable you to undertake a learning or development 
activity such as allowing you time away from your role or funding from your 
department.

Target and Actual dates state when you intend to achieve your development 
objectives followed by the date you actually achieve them. Data in these columns is 
particularly useful when you review your PDP as it will enable you to identify any 
factors that may have prevented you from achieving your development objectives 
on the target date and build in contingencies to prevent this from occurring in the 
future.

Review date states when you will review progress on your Personal 
Development Plan.  Assuming that you undergo the personal development process 
annually, we recommend that you review your PDP every six months therefore 
enabling you to:

• Assess your progress

• Reflect on your learning
• Identify whether your development objectives need to be amended 

• Identify factors that may have prevented you from achieving your 
development objectives 

Build in contingencies to enable you (where possible) to meet your agreed 
target date in the future.

How to Write A Personal Development Plan

Do you know where you’re going?  Where do you see yourself in a year, five 
years – and perhaps ten years down the road?

In the years where I have planned out what I wanted to accomplish, I invariably 
achieved what I set out to do – and it has consistently been more than in the 
years when I didn’t plan. So from my personal experience, it’s true – if you 
don’t know where you want to get to, it doesn’t matter which way you go. Do 
you have hopes and dreams you’re chasing?
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If you do, but aren’t sure which way to go – perhaps a personal development

plan will help you figure that out, and help you get there.

Why Write A Personal Development Plan?

“He who fails to plan is planning to fail.”– Winston Churchill

You may have previously read this discussion on writing down your 
goals:  research shows it increases your chance of success.

Three  big reasons I like having a personal development plan include:

	Clarity.  Knowing what I am trying to accomplish

	Define The Why.  Having a personal development plan shows 
me why I’m doing what I’m doing – even on days I don’t feel like it

	My Compass. A personal development plan keeps me headed towards 
consistent goals.

What Is In A Personal Development Plan?

Answer: Write down what you want, why you want it, and how you plan to get 
there. It’s easier to see with concrete examples – so let’s break it down

Personal Development Plan Example Sections

	Your Life Purpose. What were you born to do? What is the meaning of 
your life?

	Your Dreams. Those far reaching thoughts and hopes that inspire you 
to action.

	Short, Medium and Long Term Goals. 

 I like to have at least some goals I can accomplish in the span of a few 
months along with multi-year g oals. This lets me see that I have measurable 
progress towards my goals.

	Your Beliefs and Values. What do you stand for? And perhaps, what do 
you wish your actions showed you stand for?

	Success and Milestones.  As you accomplish goals and dreams, celebrate 
your successes.

SET A GOAL. 

 MAKE PLAN. 

   GET TO WORK. 

    STICK TO IT. 

     REACH GOAL.
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Personal Development Plan Template

One of the areas many people struggle with is setting goals.

That is a whole other article in and of itself on how to effectively set goals, but 
let’s talk specifically in the context of a personal development plan.

How can you get a good overview of the direction you want your life to head? 
You should sketch out some goals in the most important areas in your life, at 
regular intervals.

I like to go ten years out, but three or gives years is great too.

Personal Development Planning Tools

In addition to the information above, consider other tools to help you with 
your personal development. You can use these to get some personal development 
plan ideas.

• Events. Especially for career and education goals, are there seminars you 
can attend? Conferences? Meet ups where people similar to you gather?

• Classes/Books/Educational material.  Sometimes the first step is finding 
the resources we need.  You may want to start by checking out some of 
my personal.

• Mentors and Supporters.  Who can you reach out to that can help you 
with your goals?  For many of my personal goals, I’ve formed individual 
mastermind groups towards a specific purpose.   If you’d like me to mentor 
you – you can contact me for coaching, or receive free training below.

• After all when assessing where and how we may understand       that we 
need to change for being successful.

Personal Change Management Skills

There is plenty of evidence that what we find most stressful as human beings is 
uncertainty, not change in itself. Very often, it’s not the event, but the worry about 
‘what will I do?’, or ‘how will the children cope?’ that people find hard. But there 
are some simple skills that you can develop that will help you manage change in 
your own life, whether through work or life events.

Stress: Some Background

Stress can cause genuine physical symptoms, including dizziness, tension 
headaches, diarrhoea and insomnia, which in turn can make you feel worse, and 
even more stressed. This kind of ‘negative feedback loop’ is common in nature, 
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and is designed to make you stop! Your body is trying to tell you something and, 
if you don’t listen to it, you could find yourself becoming very ill indeed.

Don’t be tempted to ignore the symptoms of stress, and hope that they go 
away by themselves. They won’t. Instead, you need to deal with the causes.

If you are struggling with stress and it’s making you unwell you should 
seek professional help from a counsellor or health-care provider.

Dealing with Change 

There is plenty of evidence that we all go through more or less the same 
process when dealing with change, although particular stages may take rather 
longer in some cases than others. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross looked at the way people 
come to terms with the news that they have a terminal illness, and developed a 
model called the Transition or Change Curve. Later studies showed that people 
react in similar ways to bereavement and also to changes at work. 

The model shows that people start in a state of denial, with quite high 
levels of energy and confidence, but that confidence and energy then dip as 
they feel the need for support, and then become angry, asking questions like 
‘Why me?’. They then start to move towards exploration of their condition 
and new options, and into acceptance.

Managing Personal Change
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Although it may have become rather hackneyed, this is not an unreasonable 
approach to managing change in your life.

Accepting the Things That You Can’t Change

One of the things which those who embrace change generally say that they do 
is to accept what can’t be changed, and worry only about what they can change 
themselves.

It can be very hard to let go of worrying, but there is no point in getting 
stressed about things over which you have no control.

If you find yourself lying awake at night worrying about something, ask 
yourself:

“Can I do anything to change either the likelihood of this 
happening, or the outcome if it does happen?”

If the answer is genuinely a resounding ‘No’, then park the issue. Put it to one 
side, as something that may happen, or not, but over which there is no point in 
worrying. Then, and this is important, find something else to occupy your mind 
instead!

Planning to Change the Things That You Can

The next step is to consider the issues and areas over which you do have control. 
Instead of worrying about the potential change, ask yourself two questions:

	Realistically, is there anything that I can do to change the likelihood of 
this event happening, and if so what?

	Realistically, is there anything that I can do to change the outcome to a 
more favourable one for me, and if so what?

The key word here is realistically: these have to be actions that you can 
genuinely take to change things, not ‘ideal world’ things like ‘I will get a plumbing 
qualification within three weeks and be the best student they’ve ever seen’. Before 
thinking about how you can change the outcome, it is important to think about 
what your ideal outcome might look like, and how likely that is to happen anyway.

The Wisdom to Know the Difference

This is the final element in managing change gracefully.
Like good strategic thinkers, those who accept and manage personal change 
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well are those who are clear about what they want. They are quick to decide what 
they cannot change, and to put it to one side. They are also effective in taking the 
necessary steps towards change and taking control of those elements that they can 
change.

And Finally…

The most important element to remember is that: 

Once you have made your final decision about what you can and can’t 
change, and what you are going to do about it, stick to it. Accept your decision 
and move on. Don’t constantly worry about ‘what if’, as that will undermine 

all your good work in parking the things that you can’t control. It doesn’t 
even matter if the reason that you can’t realistically do anything is ‘I have too 
much else on in my life to have time to deal with this’. It’s fine. Give yourself 
a break, and accept your own wisdom.
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Personal Development Plan Template

What: My Personal Development Goals

Consider the competencies that outline the skills, knowledge and 

competencies that represent great performance in your current role 

and/or a role to which you aspire. Based on feedback from your 

360, peers and/or other colleagues, select at least two areas in which 

you would like to develop. You may focus only on your current role, 

or you might select one area that applies to your current role and 

one area that is more aspirational. Write specific goals describing 
how/what you want to change or improve.

Ask yourself: What can I do differently/better that would make the 

greatest positive impact in my work? What development priorities 

will give me the greatest leverage in improving my individual 

leadership and management competencies or my organization’s 

performance?

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

How: Action Steps I Will Take to Meet My Development Goals

Identify what you need to stop doing, start doing and keep doing 

on the job. These short-term actions will contribute directly to your 

long-term goals. 
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1. Plan your actions.

Implement something every 

day. What situations, people or 

events signal that right now is 

the time to put new behaviours 

into action?

What new behaviour will I try?  

Where will I push my comfort 

zone?

Every time I see the following 

situations:

…I will take the following 

action:

1. 

2. 

3. 

… 

How: Action Steps I Will Take to Meet My Development Goals

2. Anticipate obstacles.

WATCH OUT: What barriers can I identify which might hinder me 

in pursuing my development goals? How can I overcome these 

barriers?

Obstacle/Barrier Solution

1. 

2.  
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3. Leverage strengths.

HINT: I have great strengths upon which to draw. Which of my 

strengths can I leverage to help me achieve my development goals?

Strength How will it help me achieve my 

goals?

1. 

...

Who: Resources and Support for Achieving My Goals

How will I draw on my coach, peers and others to track my progress, 

gather advice and feedback and support my learning? 

Who will I ask to support me? Who do I know who already possesses 

the competencies I want to build?

With whom should I share my development plan?
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Accountability

When will I begin taking action to meet my goals?

When do I expect to see significant progress? (Milestone 
commitments)

How will I evaluate my progress?

How will I update my development strategy and learning plan? 

When will I review my plan with those who helped me create it?

How will I leverage what I learn?

Acknowledgement

What will be the impact of meeting my development goals on me and 

my career?

How will my organization benefit from the changes/improvements I 
have identified?

How will I celebrate when I meet my goals?
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Part V: 
WHAT TO DO WITH OUR  
CAREER. MAKING OUR OWN 
DECISION

What is a Career?  

• Career: Def. (Oxford English Dictionary)

A person’s course or progress through life. It also pertains to his occupational 
or profession that usually involves special training or formal education and is 
considered to be a person’s lifework.

There are two major definition of Career:
	 Traditional career: 

o is a sequence of positions held within an occupation

o context of mobility is within an organization

o characteristics of the employee

	Protean career: 

o Frequently changing based on changes in the person and changes in the 
work environment

o Employees take major responsibility for managing their careers

Comparison of Traditional Career and Protean Career
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Career development - definition
Career development is the on-going process of managing your life, learning 

and work. 

It involves developing the skills and knowledge that enable you to plan and 
make informed decisions about your education, training and career choices. 

Why is Career Development so important?

“To ask: What kind of career is best and possible for me is to ask: How should 
I live my life?”

Career Development knowledge, skills, and experience supports your ability 
to create a meaningful life.

Career development is an on-going process of gaining knowledge and 
improving skills that will help an individual to establish a career plan. 

CD is the process by which employees progress through a series of stages. 
Each stage is characterized by a different set of developmental tasks, activities and 
relationships. There are four career stages:

	Exploration

	Establishment

	Maintenance

	Disengagement
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Roles in Career Development

• The individual

• Accept responsibility for you own career

• Assess your interests, skills and values

• Seek our career information and resources

• Establish goals and career plans

• Utilize development opportunities

• Talk with your manager about your career

• Follow through on realistic career plans

The manager

• Provide timely performance feedback

• Provide developmental assignments and support

• Participate in career development discussions

• Support employee development plans

The Organization

• Communicate mission, policies and procedures

• Provide training and development opportunities

• Provide career information and career programs

• Offer a variety of career options

The career decision making process
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Employability Skills - Skills You Need for a Job

For many people today, a career for life is no longer an option. Most people 
will hold jobs with a variety of employers and move across different employment 
sectors through their working life.

We all need to be flexible in our working patterns and be prepared to change 
jobs and/or sectors if we believe there are better opportunities elsewhere. 

The Job Skills Employers are Looking For

Employers are often looking for skills that go beyond qualifications and 
experience.

While your education and experience may make you eligible to apply for a job, 
to be successful in the role you will need to exhibit a mix of skills: ‘employability 
skills’.  This means that the specialist, technical skills associated with different 
roles may be less important than the ‘soft skills’ that can be transferred between 
different jobs and different employment sectors. 

For employers, getting the right people means identifying people with the right 
skills and qualities to fulfil the role and contribute to the organisation’s success.  
Candidates may have the qualifications and ‘hard skills’ needed to be able to 
manage the job role but, without a well-honed set of ‘soft skills’, employers are 
less inclined to hire.

What are Employability Skills?

Employability skills are those skills necessary for getting, keeping and 
being successful in a job.

They are the skills and attitudes that enable employees to get along with 
their colleagues, to make critical decisions, solve problems, develop respect and 
ultimately become strong ambassadors for the organisation.

Employability or ‘soft skills’ are the foundation of your career building blocks 
and they are frequently referenced in the media as lacking in school-leavers, 
graduates and those already in employment.  Organisations spend a lot of time 
and money training staff, not in job specific areas but in general and basic skills.

In times of high unemployment, employers have more choice of applicants 
and will favour those with well-rounded employability skills.

Different roles require different skill sets and abilities. The skills covered 
by SkillsYouNeed, outlined below, are desirable across all employment 
sectors.
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Interpersonal Skills

Interpersonal skills are vital when seeking employment and may be the 
single most important factor for many recruiters.

Interpersonal skills are the skills we use to interact with other people. Good 
interpersonal skills allow you to participate effectively as a member of a team, 
satisfy customers and clients’ expectations, negotiate, make decisions, manage 
your time efficiently, take responsibility, and work effectively with other 
employees.  

Well-honed interpersonal skills allow us to empathise and build rapport with 
colleagues and clients, leading to a better working environment which can be less 
stressful.

Communication Skills

Employers look for people who 
communicate well both verbally 
and in writing.

If you are either applying for a 
job or looking for a promotion with 
your current employer, you will need 
to demonstrate good communication 
skills. The ability to communicate 
both verbally and in writing with 
a wide variety of people, maintain 
good eye contact, write clearly and 
succinctly, demonstrate a varied 
vocabulary and tailor your language 

to your audience are all essential skills that employers seek out. Good verbal and 
written communication means you can get your messages across with less chance 
of misunderstanding. 

Similarly, active listening skills involve not only hearing but gaining and 
understanding information. Listening is a basic requirement leading to fewer 
mistakes and a greater understanding of the needs of employer and client.  As 
your career progresses, the importance of communication skills increases since as 
well as creativity, people skills, and an aptitude for teamwork, the ability to speak 
and write with clarity and conciseness is essential for managers.

Critical Thinking Skills

The ability to solve problems and make decisions can be a huge asset to 
your employer and these are therefore desirable skills to develop.
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Decision making and problem solving require gathering reliable information, 
evaluating the information for a variety of solutions and selecting the most 
appropriate option based on the criteria and situation. Although the ability to solve 
problems and make appropriate decisions are critical in any job, people with these 
skills are especially helpful in customer service positions. 

The ability to be able to effectively plan and organise means that you, or your 
team, are more likely to get the job done correctly the first time.  These skills are 
beneficial to employers as they save time and money. Planning and organisation 
also require the recording of information (maybe in a report) which can be referred 
to when planning future projects.

Creative thinkers are innovative and inventive and are more likely to devise 
new ways of doing things that add value to the work environment, making systems 
and procedures more efficient.  Creative thinkers can offer new perspectives about 
the job and the company.

IT Skills

Most people need some IT skills to find work today. Acquiring basic IT 
skills and being familiar with using a computer may open up a wide range of 
employment opportunities and increase your marketability in the workplace. 
It is likely that a modern job will require you to be familiar with at least some 
computer applications. 

Computer literacy means understanding what computers can and cannot do. 
Even if you know that you will not be using a computer in your job, it is well 
worth your while learning some of the basics of information technology, for 
example how to send and receive emails, use the internet effectively, and use word 
processor and spread sheet software.

Numeracy (Number Skills)

Numeracy involves an understanding of numerical data, statistics and 
graphs, and is also part of making decisions and reasoning.

Numeracy skills are very important, irrespective of whether you consider a job 
to be “working with numbers”. 

Having competence and being confident in working with numbers is a skill 
that can be used to your advantage in a wide range of employment settings: for 
example, knowing how profitable a company is, understanding value for money 
when purchasing and ordering supplies, following a budget or just calculating 
your holiday time. 

Being able to understand and analyse data in different formats is considered an 
essential skill in many organisations.
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Leadership

Leadership is the ability to influence others toward the achievement of a 
goal.

Leaders either have, or are perceived to have, strong self-confidence. Leaders 
are team players, allowing them to work in a group to achieve the best results for 
their employer. 

Leaders show social skills by respecting the thoughts, opinions and ideas of 
others - they gain the respect of others and aim for credibility.

The latest QS recruitment survey (2010) lists the four most important skills 
sought by executive level recruiters as interpersonal skills, communication skills, 
strategic thinking and leadership ability. Developing your leadership skills can 
therefore not only help you find a senior position, but may also help you gain 
promotion with your current employer.

Presentation Skills

Presenting information clearly and effectively is a key skill in the work 
place and presentation skills are required in almost every modern employment 
area.

The only way to do great work is to love what you do! –  
Steve Jobs

Whether you are an administrator, manager or executive, you should expect to 
present your ideas and findings to your work colleagues and external stakeholders. 

Presenting information does not just include making formal presentations - 
information could be presented in the form of notes, reports, research findings, 
business plans, scenario planning, risk assessments and strategic documents. 

You may well be asked to give a presentation as part of your initial interview.

Personal Development

Personal development is all about having the right attitude towards work 
and the organisation you work for.  Employers look for people who are keen 
to develop and learn.

Lifelong learners are always valued in organisations. In order to stay ahead of 
the competition, organisations need to continually learn and develop better ways 
of doing things. 

The employee who is open to learning and embraces change will be more 
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successful than the person who is afraid of learning and resistant to changes in the 
organisation.  Most jobs involve change, some more frequently than others, and 
employers want people who are adaptable, flexible, and patient, and respond who 
well to change. 

Personal development is also concerned with how individuals evolve their 
working practices and attitudes to work.  Self-motivation and confidence are key 
areas of personal development as is personal appearance and how others perceive 
you.  

Self-management skills, also known as ‘self-control’, are the skills we use 
to manage our personal feelings and how we react to challenges and problems 
both at work and in our private lives.  Personal development includes learning 
to avoid potentially negative emotions such as anger and stress while developing 
assertiveness and effective negotiation skills.

Designing a career path from scratch

Step 1 Discovering yourself

Assess your interests? Values? Skills? Personality preferences? Strengths?

Write down What are three careers that interest you?

See also What kind of education and training do I need?

Set goals for yourself that are long-term. Goals should be as specific as you’re 
comfortable with, down to the specific position you want to hold in your field. 
Your objectives can also be more open-ended, such as a list of needs that you want 
your career to fulfil.

Ask questions about your objectives once you’ve formulated them. Why do 
you want to reach these goals? 

What difference will it make to you and your career when your goals are met? 
Will you know easily when you’ve accomplished each goal? 

If you have a hard time answering these questions, consider reformulating 
your goals.

Assess where you stand right now in your career. Once you know where 
you want to go with your career, you’ll need to develop an understanding of your 
current position. 

Consider whether you are in the right field or industry to continue moving 
towards your goals. Make a list of the skills and areas of knowledge that you possess, 
and enumerate past work experiences that are relevant to your development. 

Assess your strengths and weaknesses, and how they relate to your chosen 
career path.
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Step 2 Exploring options

Answer these questions to yourself:

	What information or individuals can help me explore my career option?

	What classes or activities can help me develop my strengths?

	How can I learn more about informational interviews, job shadowing, 
exploratory internships, service learning, civil honours to gain first-hand 
experience?

Formulate options for progressing towards your goals. After understanding 
where you are currently and where you want to be, you’ll need to brainstorm ways 
to bridge the gap between those 2 positions. Ask yourself which of your skills you 
think you’ll need to develop. Consider the steps available to develop those skills, 
whether it is through education or work experiences. Think of ways to develop 
yourself in your current position, even if you are employed in an unrelated field.

	Develop a timetable for taking these steps. Make sure to allow for some 
flexibility, as some opportunities may become scarcer due to external 
factors (such as an economic downturn).

	Identify the barriers that might prevent you from readily taking these steps. 
Consider ways to overcome these barriers.

	Make sure that all of your steps adhere to the SMART acronym. Goals 
should be specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and time-bound.

Build Position Profiles: Position profiles create distinctions among job roles in 
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career paths by outlining their core responsibilities, skills, and requirements. To 
do this, organizations consult subject-matter experts, interview functional leaders, 
and conduct external industry benchmarking. It is also important to determine 
the qualifications and expertise associated with different career positions, roles, 
and stages. This might include the recommended or required education, skills, 
technical training, licenses, and certifications for successful performance at each 
stage.

Step 3 Making a decision

How much time and energy am I willing to invest to make a career decision?

Who is part of my support system to help me evaluate the pros and cons?

What are my top priorities to consider for this decision?

Step 4 Taking action

How can I strengthen my readiness for success?

What is one goal that I have? How can I reach it? What action can I take now?

Which one of my talents can I develop through classes or outside activities?

Step 5 Evaluating the Decision

Is my decision a realistic option?

Is there anything preventing me from achieving this goal? What would it mean 
if I didn’t have any barriers?

Who in my support system can assist me with achieving this goal? 
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Create a Career Roadmap

Career maps are used to show what a prototypical career looks like in terms of 
sequential positions, roles, and stages. They outline common avenues for moving 
within and across jobs in ways that facilitate growth and career advancement. 
Career maps are typically displayed in a diagram, making it easy to visualize each 
position or role as a stage in a path. 

Organizations may use existing competency grades or job bands to define 
vertical and horizontal hierarchies, and they can also do so by compiling 
organizational knowledge to create a general framework. Some companies 
choose to provide additional information such as common moves when changing 
careers, number of employees in a particular job role and the growth across those 
populations, and different job categories in particular business units. 

This information is particularly useful as employees become more versatile and 
move across job roles in different parts of the business to increase their expertise

Communication: Companies should communicate to their employees about 
the organization’s career development philosophy. Important questions may 
include: What is the role of the employee versus the role of the manager? Are 
employees empowered to drive their own career movement, or are managers 
responsible for orchestrating career moves? 

Furthermore, what is the company’s perspective on, and management 
of, critical career success factors such as depth versus breadth of expertise, 
international assignments, and level of mobility? These are all important factors 
needed to help inform employees’ career decisions.

Support: Employers must provide managers and employees with the necessary 
tools, guidelines, templates, incentives, and strategic internal communication to 
ensure that both parties are committed to their role in the career development 
process and understand its importance. 

Potential career management resources may include: physical or virtual career 
development Centres of Excellence, career advisors, training to help managers 
become better career coaches, employee self-assessments, and career discussion 
guides.

Collaboration and Communities: Fostering connections among employees 
is an excellent way for them to explore career options and help each other to learn 
and grow. Some of these avenues include professional societies or associations, 
informal common interest groups, social media platforms, networking events, and 
mentoring/sponsoring programs.

Success stories: These testimonials are examples from employees that 
showcase interesting and varied approaches to career success. Success stories 
might inspire employees to think about how they could choose to pursue a more 
creative, individualized career path when contemplating their future aspirations.
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Strategic Analytics: With an integrated career path process, the foundation for 
strategic workforce analytics is already in place. Functional competencies linked 
to career stages tell companies (a) what capabilities are needed to drive a desired 

change, and (b) what 
capabilities the workforce 
actually possesses. 

The gap between the two 
provides an organization 
with a picture of the talent 
strategies it will need to 
initiate and drive change. In 
today’s diverse, global, and 
technologically savvy work 
environment, careers are no 
longer perceived as strictly 
vertical movements up the 
rungs of a ladder. Instead, a 
more appropriate metaphor 
for one’s career path is a 
rock-climbing wall. 

You can go straight up the rock face, climb at an angle, or you may choose 
to go up for a while, move over to find a different path, and then continue on. In 
a career context, each one of these handholds and footholds could represent a 
particular role, development experience, or job competency along an individual’s 
career path.

Likewise, an effective career path process should be multi-faceted, support 
each step in the talent management cycle, and align a workforce to the company’s 
future state. In this way, well-crafted career paths with contextualized success 
factors can play a pivotal role in driving organizational change and building 
workforce capability.
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Part VI: 
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Definition
Employee engagement is the emotional commitment the employee has to 

the organization and its goals.

This emotional commitment means engaged employees actually care about 
their work and their company. They don’t work just for a pay check, or just for the 
next promotion, but work on behalf of the organization’s goals.

Employee engagement is a workplace approach designed to ensure that 
employees are committed to their organisation’s goals and values, motivated to 
contribute to organisational success, and are able at the same time to enhance their 
own sense of well-being.

“This is about how we create the conditions in which employees offer 
more of their capability and potential.” – David Macleod

There are differences between attitude, behaviour and outcomes in terms 
of engagement. An employee might feel pride and loyalty (attitude); be a great 
advocate of their company to clients, or go the extra mile to finish a piece of work 
(behaviour). 

Outcomes may include lower accident rates, higher productivity, fewer 
conflicts, more innovation, lower numbers leaving and reduced sickness rates. 
But we believe all three – attitudes, behaviours and outcomes – are part of the 
engagement story. There is a virtuous circle when the pre-conditions of engagement 
are met when these three aspects of engagement trigger and reinforce one another. 

Engaged organisations have strong and authentic values, with clear evidence 
of trust and fairness based on mutual respect, where two way promises and 
commitments – between employers and staff – are understood, and are fulfilled. 
Although improved performance and productivity is at the heart of engagement, it 
cannot be achieved by a mechanistic approach which tries to extract discretionary 
effort by manipulating employees’ commitment and emotions. 

Employees see through such attempts very quickly; they lead instead to 
cynicism and disillusionment. By contrast, engaged employees freely and 
willingly give discretionary effort, not as an ‘add on’, but as an integral part of 
their daily activity at work.

But is employee engagement something new, or simply old wine (long-
standing management approaches) in new (fashionable management-speak) 
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bottles? Is it just the latest management fad? We believe that while it does have 
clear overlaps with analytical antecedents such as commitment, ‘organisational 
citizenship behaviour’, job involvement and job satisfaction, there are also crucial 
differences.

In particular, engagement is two way: organisations must work to engage the 
employee, who in turn has a choice about the level of engagement to offer the 
employer. Each reinforces the other.

An engaged employee experiences a blend of job satisfaction, organisational 
commitment, job involvement and feelings of empowerment. It is a concept that 
is greater than the sum of its parts. 

Despite there being some debate about the precise meaning of employee 
engagement there are three things we know about it: it is measurable; it can be 
correlated with performance; and it varies from poor to great. Most importantly 
employers can do a great deal to impact on people’s level of engagement. That is 
what makes it so important, as a tool for business success.

Employee engagement does not mean employee happiness. Someone 
might be happy at work, but that doesn’t necessarily mean they are working hard, 
productively on behalf of the organization. 

While company game rooms, free massages and Friday keg parties are fun–
and may be beneficial for other reasons–making employees happy is different 
from making them engaged. 

Employee engagement doesn’t mean employee satisfaction. Many 
companies have “employee satisfaction” surveys and executives talk about 
“employee satisfaction”, but the bar is set too low. A satisfied employee might 
show up for her daily 9-to-5 without complaint. 

But that same “satisfied” employee might not go the extra effort on her own, 
and she’ll probably take the head hunter’s call luring her away with a 10% bump 
in pay. Satisfied isn’t enough. When employees care—when they are engaged—
they use discretionary effort. This means the engaged computer programmer 
works overtime when needed, without being asked. 

This means the engaged retail clerk picks up the trash on the store floor, even 
if the boss isn’t watching. This means the TSA agent will pull a bag suspicious 
bag to be searched, even if it’s the last bag on their shift.

Engaged employees lead to better business outcomes. In fact, according to 
Towers Perrin research companies with engaged workers have 6% higher net 
profit margins, and according to Kenexa research engaged companies have five 
times higher shareholder returns over five years.
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How does employee engagement lead to higher stock prices? The ROI of 
engagement comes from what I call the Engagement-Profit Chain:

Engaged Employees lead to…

   higher service, quality, and productivity, which leads to…

      higher customer satisfaction, which leads to…

         increased sales (repeat business and referrals), which leads to…

            higher levels of profit, which leads to…

               higher shareholder returns (i.e., stock price)

Over the past decade, and particularly in the past three years, employers and 
employees have faced human capital challenges and an uncertain economy. The 
economic downturn that started in 2008 has had a significant impact on companies 
and the resulting decisions made by management. 

These decisions have impacted employee engagement levels and perceptions 
globally, leading to changes in leading drivers of employee engagement. In 
uncertain times, organizations need to focus on harnessing the discretionary effort 
that engaged employees deliver. This makes the difference in how companies are 
affected during the economic downturn, how quickly they emerge from it, and 
how strong they are in the future after the downturn passes. 

This chart shows the overall trends in engagement scores, globally and for each 
region. In 2010, the global engagement score was 56%, down four percentage 
points from 60% in 2009. The reason for this decline is primarily due to changes 
in the regional scores of Asia-Pacific, Europe, and North America. The regional 
engagement scores in Asia-Pacific, Europe, and North America mirror the global 
decline. 

What Engagement Drivers Motivate Employees?
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However, the employee engagement scores in Latin America have stayed 
consistent over this time period. At the industry level, the financial sector is the 
main sector across all regions that attributed to this fall from 2009 to 2010.

The engagement survey measures the level of employee engagement and the 
employment experience across different aspects of the work environment. To 
identify key drivers, we utilize an analysis to understand what really makes a 
difference to employees. 

This information, referred to as “impact analysis,” identifies and prioritizes 
factors that drive engagement. This model identifies the primary or key drivers of 
engagement and the magnitude of expected improvement if action is taken. It also 
identifies the potential decline in engagement if key drivers are not maintained. 
For employers, improving the engagement level of specific drivers can improve 
overall employee engagement. 

For three consecutive years, globally, as well as across all regions, career 
opportunities has consistently ranked among the top three drivers positively 
impacting overall engagement levels.

The table below shows the 2010 engagement drivers (percentage of times 
a driver appears in Top 3 Opportunity Area)globally and for each region. The 
orange shaded cells show the top three scores for each region. In addition to career 
opportunities, rounding out the top five global engagement drivers for 2010 are 
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brand alignment, recognition, people/HR practices, and organization reputation. 
Through the economic downturn and into the recovery, employees are even more 
concerned about what the company stands for and the consistency between the 
stated employer value proposition and the day-to-day reality of work. 

Brand alignment and recognition were also top global drivers in 2009, with pay 
and managing performance in 2009 being replaced with people/HR practices—
and organizational reputation in 2010. Across the regions, the top two drivers—
career opportunities and brand alignment—have remained consistent. 

Outside North America, we see people/HR practices and recognition as the 
top three drivers, and in North America managing performance and organization 
reputation fall in the top three. In order to have engaged employees, companies 
should focus their efforts on improving these areas. 

 

Conclusions
With the guidance herewith you had the opportunity to envisage the link 

between Personal and Career Development and to understand that changes are 
part of our everyday life. Thus the dynamics of the recent times requests at first 
place the most important skills of our century – Adaptability. 

There is a well-known Chinese proverb that says that the wise adapt themselves 
to circumstances, as water moulds itself to the pitcher. Perhaps at no other time in 
recent history has adaptability been more important than it is now. Adaptability – 
the ability to change (or be changed) to fit new circumstances – is a crucial skill 
for leaders, and an important competency in emotional intelligence.

The true measure of success is how many times you can bounce back 
from failure.

Being informed on the market trends and demands people are more likely to 
search for the new opportunities and strive to develop themselves in order to be 
accepted by the labour market. 

The movement towards “acquisition” of additional and/or new knowledge 
and skills are of a key factor for a successful career and an exceptional personal 
development. So in conclusion we can share that movement towards success 
and excellence forces all of us to stay awake and to adapt ourselves to the new 
opportunities.

This willingness to get out of one’s comfort zone, and learn continuously 
as a way of adapting to changed surroundings, marks a key difference between 
successful and unsuccessful people.
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Case studies and practices for exercise
Appendix 1: Goal setting using SMART Method
Worksheets for attendants 

SETTING UP GOALS - SMART METHOD

In the marked space write down what you want to achieve in: 

1. One month (short-term goal)

How will this goal contribute to what you want to achieve in life?

How will you achieve your short-term goal?

Activities Resources Time  frame

How will you measure or control your progress or change? Determine the 

standards or criteria of measurement. 
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What problems and limitations do you expect when realizing the short-term 
goal? 

Personal Surrounding

In the marked part write down what you want to achieve in: 

2. a year (medium-term goal)

How will this goal contribute to what you want to achieve in life? 

How will you achieve your medium-term goal?

Activities Resources Time  frame

How will you measure or control your progress or change? 

Determine the standards or criteria of measurement.
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What problems and limitations do you expect when realizing the medium-
term goal? 

Personal Surrounding

In the marked part write down what do you want to achieve in: 

3. Five years (long-term goal)

How will this goal contribute to what you want to achieve in life? 

How will you achieve your medium-term goal?

Activities Resources Time  frame
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How will you measure or control your progress or change? 

Determine the standards or criteria of measurement.

What problems and limitations do you expect when realizing the medium-
term goal? 

Personal Surrounding
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Appendix 2: Personal SWOT Analysis
Worksheets for attendants

PREPARING PERSONAL SWOT ANALYSIS

S W

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

O T

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.
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Appendix 3: In-Tray Exercise

Instructions
Please read the instructions on this page, then turn over the page to begin the 

exercise.
Your assistant has left 13 items (documents) on your desk marked for your 

attention. These appear in a variety of formats including emails, letters, reports 
and web pages, just as you would use in an office environment. Some of these 
items may appear to describe isolated issues, while others link to one or more of 
the other items. A summary listing each item is provided for you on a subsequent 
page.

You need to review each item and then need to provide the following:
- A list of actions, written in brief, which include your analysis of the key 

issues in each of the 13 items.
- The priority that you would assign for dealing with each item. Please 

use these 3 categories: high priority, medium priority, and low priority. When 
determining these, a balance needs to be struck between urgent tasks (that need 
to be completed as soon as possible) and important tasks (that have a high impact 
on the business).

- Please include who should be involved. For example, if you want to forward 
an item to a colleague, or if you want to call a meeting. You have 90 minutes 
in which to complete this task. You are strongly advised to spend the first 5-10 
minutes reviewing the documents as a whole before considering actions pertaining 
to each item. There is a template at the end of this file for you to enter your Actions 
and Priority Ratings.

The exercise begins on the next page.
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Background Information
Role

Your name is Alex Jennings and you joined Borough Bank through one of 
its Graduate Trainee Programmes. Since finishing your 2-year Graduate Trainee 
programme you have been working as a Team Leader at a busy London branch. 
You completed graduate placements in a number of High Street branch operations 
and different Head Office functions.

Borough Bank is a relatively small bank focused on sales of typical retail 
banking products at its High Street branches throughout the UK. Each branch has 
two teams providing services and selling different savings, mortgage and credit 
card products to the following segments: Regular and Prestige (high wealth) 
segments.

Because of your strong performance in your current role, the Regional 
Manager has requested that you be seconded in to help a struggling High Street 
branch in Sisley – a market town in Surrey. The role is to act as the Interim Retail 
Manager, managing two Team Leaders and improving the branch’s performance 
in a difficult economic climate.

You see the promotion as an excellent opportunity to put what you have 
learnt about management into practice. Although the Regional Manager made it 
clear that he will be too busy to offer much day-to-day support, you do have his 
authority to take whatever decisions you feel are necessary.

The Sisley branch has had difficulty finding a suitable person to fill this position 
since the previous job incumbent went on long-term sick-leave (due to stress) at 
the end of September 2010. This situation has left a number of outstanding issues, 
some more urgent than others. The Branch Manager has asked for regular updates, 
so you are advised not to defer any important issues. You can delegate suitable 
tasks to your Assistant, Fred Lopez.

Today is Monday the 14th of November 2010 – your first day as Sisley’s 
Interim Retail Manager.
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Summary of in-tray items: Document number and Title

Doc Document Title

1 Structure of Sisley Branch

2 Branch Manager Note

3 Sales Against Target

4 Resignation Letter

5 Staff Opinion Survey Results

6 Borough Bank Web Pages

7 Team Performance Review

8 Customer Complaint Letter

9 Email Chain

10 Minutes of the Last Sales Innovation Group Meeting

11 Email Chain

12 Training Workshop Email

13 Memo from Operations Manager
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Item 2 – Branch Manager Note

CONFIDENTIAL

To: Alex Jennings

From: Sarah Smith
Date: 11th November 2010
Re: New Interim Retail Manager Role

Welcome to our branch! Sorry I can’t be there to greet you – I’ve been 
told by your previous manager that you are a creative thinker and that 
you’ll be a great addition to the team.

It’s great to have you on-board. As you know our top priority is to improve 
branch performance and I hope you will continue to run our monthly 
Innovation Group meetings – an open forum for any members of the 
Branch to discuss business improvements.

There are a few other points that I tell all new joiners to remember, 
regardless of their experience to date:

• We all want to avoid another visit from a representative of the 
Regulator FINCOM. As far as I know our staff always do Take due care 
to identify customer needs exactly as FINCOM’s guidelines stipulate. 
• We mustn’t miss any sales opportunities. We are in an economic 
downturn so I know it is tough, but we must meet our targets. We 
all need to promote our company values. In particular, ensuring that 
the highest levels of customer service are delivered in all branch 
operations. 
• We must keep business expenses to a minimum – unless of 
course the expense is in the pursuit of new business opportunities! 
• We are a team. As individuals, we all bring a range of different 
skills to Borough Bank, and I’d like you to focus on building a team and 
developing the talented graduates working as Sales Executives. 

We can catch up once you’ve settled in – I know that Fred has left you 
a few items to be getting on with.

Regards,
SARAH

Sarah Smith, Branch Manager
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Item 3 – Sales against Target

% of

Target

Prestige

Customer

Team

Target

Regular

Customer

Team

Target

Prestige Customer Regular Customer

Team Team

Penny Shanti Simon Paul Marie Jim

Hewitt Gupta Brown Manning Jones Dale

Quarter 

4 117.7% 68.4% 121.1% 108% 94.6% 103.6% 75.6%

Quarter 

1 123.1% 66.5% 50.4% 85% 96.7% 107.4% 83.2%

Quarter 

2 128.8% 62.4% 38.5% 78% 98.4% 105.3% 74.8%

Quarter 

3 122.8% 60.2% - 70% 95.4% 106.9% 81.7%

Hi Alex,

The branch’s latest quarterly sales figures are
attached. Happy to discuss although I haven’t had

a chance to analyse these myself yet.

Good luck with everything!

Vikram

Finance Manager
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Item 4 – Resignation Letter

Stuart Jeffreys

HR Manager

Borough Bank

High Street

Sisley

Surrey

20 May 2010

Dear Stuart

It is with regret that I must tender my resignation. I have enjoyed 

many aspects of my role as a Sales Executive for Borough Bank’s 

Prestige Team, but sadly my career is not progressing in the way I had 

hoped it would.

I have accepted a Sales Executive position at M.U.L. Bank, where 

I am hoping that I will receive more support and career guidance. In 

my two and a half years at Borough Bank I have only had one formal 

appraisal and have not been offered the mentoring and training 

opportunities that were promised when I joined Borough Bank as a 

graduate. I believe I have a lot of great ideas to offer, and I’m hoping 

that my new manager will be more open to listening to my ideas – 

rather than just ordering me around.

I am owed two weeks’ holiday, so I am hoping that my last day in 

the office can be the 3 July.

Yours sincerely,

          SIMON

Simon Brown

Sales Executive, Prestige Team
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Item 5 - Staff Opinion Survey Results – Sisley Branch (excerpts only)

Qu.
Opinion Survey 

Question
Strongly

Disagree
Cannot

Agree
Strongly

No. (2010 version) Disagree Tell Agree

5
My manager 
coaches and 
supports me

10% 19% 40% 21% 10%

10
I have received 
all the training I 

need.
16% 45% 15% 15% 9%

29

I have a 
clear career 
development 

plan
13% 36% 30% 18% 3%

57

I always 
explain the risk 
associated with 
any customer 
investment.

18% 47% 18% 10% 7%

85

I fully 
understand 

the company 
values.

16% 18% 33% 19% 14%
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Item 6 - Borough Bank Web Pages

	Graduate scheme
	Our operations
	Company Values
	What Our Graduate Say About Us

Graduate Scheme

We like to give our talented graduates the opportunity to work at several 

of our strategic centres. Graduate trainees experience 3 month placements 
at a selection of our High Street branches, our larger area offices—as well as 
spending valuable time experiencing how different functions operate within 

Head Office. The Graduate Scheme also involves a placement at one of our 
Customer Sales and Support call centres. This exposure to a broad range of 

commercial environments builds key business skills.

You’ll be working with a series of senior managers throughout. They 

will support you so that you quickly learn all the valuable skills needed 

to progress in a competitive banking environment. We pride ourselves on 

the coaching that is offered by our highly experienced line managers. Also, 

to help you find your feet you will be assigned a buddy from last year’s 
graduate programme to work alongside.

Our Operations

A Branch Manager runs the operations of each branch, supported by 

a series of managers, for example, the Retail Manager who in turn leads 

two Team Leaders. We employ Customer Support Representatives within 

each branch to handle day-to-day customer enquiries. Our Sales Executives 

handle any sales opportunities presented by individual customers.

For such roles it is not necessary to have previous experience of working 

in financial services. We offer all the necessary training in our range of 
financial products: mortgages, current accounts, savings accounts, credit 
cards and business accounts.

Company Values

So we’ve attracted some of the most talented graduates in the market, 

what happens next? We like our graduates to start as they mean to go 

on so everyone attends Company Values training at an early stage of the 

programme. You’ll be expected to exhibit these Values: Making Innovation 

Pay, Putting Customers First, Using Your Initiative, Valuing Customer 
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Feedback, Working as a Team, and Maintaining Our Integrity. Once you’ve 

got our Values Certificate on your wall you’re ready to complete the first of 
our series of compulsory compliance training sessions.

What Our Graduates Say about Us

The best thing about my job is that I work for a large organisation, but 

the Ilkley branch feels like a small business, in that everyone is so friendly 

and cooperative. All of the teams go out for drinks together on Friday night, 

but things do get a bit competitive at our monthly quiz night. Working at 

branch level really is the best of both worlds!

Ernest, Ilkley Branch

My boss, Sarah, has been such a wonderful mentor to me. She’s let me 

prove myself with a number of challenging projects that I initiated, but has 

always been there for me when I’ve had problems or questions. She’s put 

me forward for a number of training courses, and even encouraged me to do 

a rotation at Head Office. Sarah’s continuous feedback in our weekly one-
to-one meetings has taught me so much – I hope that one day I’ll be able to 

follow in her footsteps.

Sunil, Nottingham Branch

Although I’m now working at Head Office, as a graduate trainee I did a 
number of placements at branches across the country. It was really valuable 

experience to be meeting customers on a daily basis and equipped me well 

for my current role in Customer Segmentation. After all, if you don’t direct 

each of your products towards a specific customer segment, you can’t fulfil 
a customer’s specific needs.

David, Head Office – Customer Segmentation Division
I would describe the environment in my branch as competitive but 

supportive. Our branch is one of the busiest in the country, and accordingly 

we have high targets. This could make for a very stressful office environment, 
but our Retail Manager made sure to really celebrate our successes. We had 

an Employee of the Month Scheme, and everyone who meets their monthly 

targets gets a little prize. Working hard isn’t a chore if you know you are 

appreciated.

Karen, Holborn Branch
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Item 7 – Team Performance Review

Penny Hewitt, Team Leader
Penny is the Retail team’s star performer, consistently exceeding her 

personal sales targets. Her previous role at Searly Bank’s City of London 
branch developed her bold and assertive sales approach, and she is 
certainly doing a great job of finding new Prestige customers for the 
Sisley Branch. Her technique is resilient and tenacious – she doesn’t 
take no for an answer and will try and sell Prestige products to just 
about anyone.

Despite Penny’s personal excellence, her team’s overall results have 
been disappointing. While the economic situation is certainly a factor, 
I’ve told Penny to focus on bringing Shanti and Simon’s sales up to her 
high levels.

Simon Brown, Sales Executive
Simon made a terrific start when he joined us fresh from his 

graduate training, but his performance – and attitude - has been 
steadily deteriorating. He is always putting in requests for training 
opportunities, and seems to need a lot of hand holding. Due to limited 
resources, his line manager believes that Simon’s time should be 
focused on driving sales revenue rather than career development.

Shanti Gupta, Sales Executive
Shanti’s sales have been disappointing and Penny feels that she 

is not giving 100% to the role. She is a popular member of the retail 
team - thanks to her willingness to assist colleagues. However these 
distractions are affecting her sales performance and I’ve asked her to 
give Prestige team sales priority.

Please find attached the last Team
Performance Review that I have on file.
Unfortunately, your predecessor‘s

appraisals were not up-to-date.

I thought this might provide some useful

background information on your new

team. FYI – Simon Brown left the company on 

03/07/2010.

Stuart Jeffreys
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Not only is she targeting the wrong sort of customers for Prestige 
products, she has upset some of our valued Prestige customers by not 
adopting a suitably deferential approach. I have reminded her that she 
no longer works for a Regular sales team, as she did on her graduate 
placement.

Paul Manning, Team Leader
Paul’s results are very consistent, as he uses his long-term customer 

relationships to sell a wide range of Regular Customer products. As with 
the team’s overall performance, his personal performance is slightly 
below target. He attributes this to the economy and a poor selection of 
products for Regular customers. Paul also mentioned that the Prestige 
team had been selling to some of his long-standing customers, thus 
impacting upon his sales. As the longest serving member of our team, 
Paul has excellent relationships with colleagues throughout the branch, 
in particular the Operations Team. He has a lot of knowledge to impart 
and I’ve advised him to focus his efforts on bringing Jim Dale up to 
speed.

Jim Dale, Sales Executive
Jim is the newest member of the Retail team, but that should not 

be an excuse for underperforming. He is very personable and shows a 
great willingness to learn and improve. He spends lots of time helping 
customers with their queries, but is having difficulty closing sales. He 
will be working closely with Paul to improve his sales technique.

Marie Jones, Sales Executive
Marie has successfully met her sales targets and shows a great deal 
of promise – she has a bright future ahead of her at Borough Bank. 
She has closed a number of quite difficult mortgage sales, many being 
customers that Jim initially dealt with. She is very driven and did ask 
about updating her career development plan, but I’ve suggested that 
she focus on maximizing sales for the team – something she is already 
very good at.
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Item 8 – Customer Complaint Letter 1

Mrs Elaine Franklin
Lilac Cottage

Park Lane
Sisley
Surrey
Retail Manager
Borough Bank
High Street
Sisley
Surrey

15 September 2010

Dear Sir or Madam
I am writing with regard to a personal loan of £10,000 that I borrowed from 

Borough Bank in October of last year in order to make improvements to my 
home. I recently paid off the balance of this loan, only to be told that there was 
an early redemption penalty. This penalty was not highlighted to me when I 
purchased the loan. 

Additionally, your very persuasive Sales Executive, Marie Jones, sold 
me insurance to protect my loan repayments. I was led to believe this was 
compulsory – only to recently discover that it was not only unnecessary, but 
also adding an additional 3% to my repayments!

I have been a customer of Borough Bank for the past three decades, but 
as I no longer feel that your organisation has my best interests at heart I’m 
considering taking my banking custom elsewhere. I will also be contacting 
FINCOM regarding this matter if I do not hear from you shortly.

Sincerely,

E.FRANKLIN

Elaine Franklin
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Item 9 – Email chain 1

From: vikram.patel@boroughbank.co.uk

To: mohammed.khan@boroughbank.co.uk

CC:  sarah.smith@boroughbank.co.uk 

Date:  26th October 14:06

Subject: Window display

I agree that the posters and leaflets look terrific 
– but I just wondered about the logic behind the 

multiple displays. Unemployment in Sisley has risen to 

10% and our branch is seeing a record number of house 

repossessions. Have we really thought through how this 

is going to drive new sales revenue? The Prestige Gold 

account has an annual fee, not to mention a rather 

steep qualifying balance.

Regards,

Vikram

From:  mohammed.khan@boroughbank.co.uk

To:  vikram.patel@boroughbank.co.uk
Date: 26th October 13:11

Subject: Window display

The leaflets and posters are supplied from Head 
Office, but it is up to each branch to decide how to 
use them. Penny Hewitt was very keen to promote the 

new Prestige Gold account, which is why I put those 

posters in our windows. What, in particular, is your 

concern, Vik? I think they look great and surely it is 

worth publicizing the Prestige Gold account’s benefits?

Regards,

Mohammed
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From:  vikram.patel@boroughbank.co.uk

To: mohammed.khan@boroughbank.co.uk

Date: 26th October 12:13

Subject: Window display

Not sure if I should be addressing this 

to you, or if I should wait for the Interim 

Retail Manager to start, but I was wondering 

why so much of the lobby and window display 

is taken up with literature promoting 

Prestige accounts?

 Regards,

 Vikram
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Item 10 – Minutes of the Last Innovation Group Meeting

INNOVATION GROUP MEETING
Date: 10 October 2010, 14:00-15:30

Meeting Held in Meeting Room II

Those present:
1. Paul Manning, Regular Customer Team Leader 

   2. Vikram Patel, F.M.(Chair in absence of Retail Branch Manager) 
   3. Fred Lopez, Assistant 
Apologies received from Penny Hewitt, Marie Jones, Jim Dale, Shanti 

Gupta
The following issues arose:

1. Customer feedback
There continue to be complaints from Prestige customers. In the 

absence of the Team Leader it was difficult to resolve these at the 
meeting.

Next Actions: As a Retail Manager responsibility this issue was 
deferred until the next meeting.

2. Product development
Paul reported back from his meeting with the Product Development 

team at Head Office. He outlined some new mortgage and savings 
products for Regular customers 

launching next quarter. Paul also highlighted some ways to 
differentiate our products from competitor banks. Paul was referred to the 
Marketing Dept. on this point.

Next Actions: No actions to take

3. Ideas for branch sales improvement
	Paul wanted to discuss how best to progress his many sales 

initiative ideas, including 
	Having personal bankers assigned to each Prestige customer 
	Identifying more cross-selling opportunities
	Networking opportunities e.g. the local Chamber of Commerce, a 

local Professionals 
Forum meeting twice a month in the Town Hall, an online group of 

banking professionals 
Next Actions: Vikram asked for a breakdown of the cost associated 

with each of these ideas.
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4. Competitor review
- The following points were made in discussion:
- Vikram reported that competitor bank O.E.K. had started to 

advertise on TV its new services for non-premium customers. 
- Paul agreed that more and more of his customers were 

mentioning O.E.K. 
Paul commented that the Borough Bank range of products was almost 

identical to the products sold by W&W Banking Services. 

Next Actions: Paul agreed to review other competitor Websites to see 
if their marketing had started to target lower income groups.

5. Vacant Sales Account Executive position
Paul asked for an update on the vacant Sales Executive position 

(Prestige Customer Team). Vikram advised that revisions were being 
made to the proposed recruitment campaign in order to save costs, just 
needed final sign-off from Sarah.

Next Actions: Vikram to discuss with Stuart Jeffreys.
6. Any other business

Date of next meeting to be set by Interim Retail Manager.
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Item 11 – Email chain 2

From: penny.hewitt@boroughbank.co.uk

To:    paul.manning@boroughbank.co.uk
sarah.smith@boroughbank.co.uk 

Date: 7th October 11:03

Subject: Borough Bank’s Procedures Manual

I’m afraid that I don’t have a copy of the manual 

that you are referring to. And as to training, I’m not 

sure when I’m supposed to find time for that – in case 
you haven’t noticed, I am down a member of staff until 

we’ve recruited a new Sales Executive!

While I appreciate the branch was busy on Saturday, 

as Prestige Team Leader my priority is generating 

revenue for my team. As a manager, my time is not 

best spent doing basic queue management, and managers 

were certainly not expected to do this when I worked 

for Searly Bank. You should take this up with the 

Customer Support Team – not me. I don’t need one of 

your graduates telling me how to do my job.

Penny

From:  paul.manning@boroughbank.co.uk

To:          penny.hewitt@boroughbank.co.uk
CC:  sarah.smith@boroughbank.co.uk 

Date: 7th October 10:11

Subject: Borough Bank’s Procedures Manual

I’m a bit concerned because my team has told me that 

they aren’t getting much support from the Prestige 

team when the branch is particularly busy. We are ALL 

under pressure to meet our targets, but Borough Bank’s 

Procedures Manual clearly states that customer service 

has to be our first priority.
We also need to be careful about selling too 

aggressively – we don’t want to run afoul of FINCOM 

regulations. I’m not convinced that each member of 

staff is compliance trained to the necessary level.

Paul
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From: jim.dale@boroughbank.co.uk

To: penny.hewitt@boroughbank.co.uk
CC:  sarah.smith@boroughbank.co.uk 

Date: 7th October 09:32

Subject: Prestige Gold account

On Saturday we were really busy – the queue was out 

of the door by 11am. While Marie and I did our best 

to keep the queue moving (helping customers pay in 

cheques, etc.) – it was really frustrating that nobody 

from the Prestige team was helping. Instead of serving 

frustrated customers, Shanti was trying to sell 

everyone that came in the new Prestige Gold account.

Jim
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Item 12 – Training Workshop Email

CORPORATE HR MEMO
TO: All managers
DATE: 2nd November 2010
Please send booking requests for these workshops 

to training@boroughbank.co.uk. Places guaranteed if 
bookings are made within the next 2 weeks.

Workshop Target Audience

Written Communication Skills Non-graduates

Coaching Your Colleagues to Success Any Manager

Making Difficult Customer Relationships Work Retail Banking staff

Making Mentoring Work All staff

Compliance Sales Training Accreditation Level 
1*

Graduate Trainees 
(compulsory)

Advanced Compliance Sales Training 
Accreditation Level 2*

Sales Executives 
(compulsory)

Technical Compliance Training Accreditation 
Level 3*

Team Leaders 
(compulsory)

Talking to Customers With Confidence Retail Banking staff

Best Practice in Project Management All staff

Understand All That Your Customer Needs Retail Banking staff

Managing Staff – The Borough Bank Way Any Manager

* Given sufficient numbers Head Office training courses may 
be run at branches by Area Compliance Officer

Notes:

1. Training course dates available upon request. 
2. Professional qualification training information also 

available (including FINCOM’s training exams, accountancy 
qualifications).
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Item 12 – Training Workshop Email

Circulation list:
Sarah Smith

Stuart Jeffreys

Vikram Patel

Mohammed Khan

Interim Retail Manager

Please see below a compilation of customer comments received in 

Quarter 3.
Why are the cash points always broken????? It is so annoying. Almost 

as annoying as the TV adverts you always show in your branch.

Mr Ray Johnson

 

I am a first time buyer and I found the sales executive I spoke to very 
confusing. She kept trying to sell me a premium mortgage, when I am a 

newly qualified teacher on a low salary.
Miss Chloe Hawkins

I tried to contact this branch by phone and found it impossible – your 
company website does not list branch telephone numbers, and all my 

calls went through to a call centre. I wanted to speak to someone at the 

Sisley Branch about arranging a meeting and had to come in instead. 

Even then there was nobody manning your Enquiries desk, despite sales 

personnel being clearly available.

Mrs G Baker

Why do you try to sell me a credit card every time I come into 

branch? As I have explained numerous times I do NOT want a Prestige 
Gold Card, so please do not ask me every single time I come pay in a 

cheque.

Tina Sousa

I am a student who has exceeded my overdraft and had the 
unpleasant surprise of a penalty fee. While the free cinema vouchers 

I got when I opened the account were great – someone could have 
explained to me what would happen if I went overdrawn. Thanks.

Jake Eaton
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I want to say thank you to Shanti Gupta, who helped me use the 

cash machine when I had forgotten my spectacles.

Mrs Elsie Kennedy

I wanted to open a Silver Savings Bond, which I saw advertised in 

your branch. To my disappointment, the interest rates were no longer 

available – why were you still promoting them?
Frank Williams

As a Prestige customer, I should not be queuing for 35 minutes in 

order to transfer funds between my accounts. I pay a premium for my 

account and deserve better service than this!

Archibald de Winter III

Item 
No

Key Issues and Recommended 
Actions

Priority (high, medium, 
low)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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Appendix 4: Curriculum Vitae and Motivation Letter
Worksheets for attendants
EXAMPLE OF A CV FORMAT

E u r o p e a n
c u r r i c u l u m  v i t a e
f o r m a t

Job Reference 
Number

Personal 
information

Name

Address

Telephone

Fax

E-mail

Nationality at birth

Present nationality

Date of birth [ Day, 
month, year ]

Place of birth

Sex Male       □ Female        □

Marital status Single   

□
Married     

□
Widowed     

□
Divorced    

□
Separated   

□

Work experience
[ Add separate entries for each relevant post occupied, starting with the most 

recent. ] 
• Dates (from – to)

• Name and address 
of employer

• Type of business or 
sector

• Occupation or 
position held
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• Main activities and 
responsibilities

• Dates (from – to)

• Name and address 
of employer

• Type of business or 
sector

• Occupation or 
position held

• Main activities and 
responsibilities

Education and training
[ Add separate entries for each relevant course you have completed, starting 

with the most recent. ]

• Name and type of 
organization providing 
education and training

• Principal subjects/
occupational 
skills covered

• Title of qualification 
awarded

• Name and type of 
organization providing 
education and training

• Principal subjects/
occupational 
skills covered

• Title of qualification 
awarded

Personal skills
and competences

Acquired in the course 

of life and career but not 

necessarily covered by 

formal certificates and 
diplomas.
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Mother tongue

Other languages
[Indicate level: excellent, good, basic.]

[ Language ]
• Reading skills

• Writing skills
• Verbal skills

Social skills

and competences

Organizational skills 
and competences
Coordination and 

administration of people, 
projects and budgets; at 

work, in voluntary work 
(for example culture and 

sports) and at home, etc.

Driving license(s)
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Name:

Cell: 
e-mail: 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Date Position
Company

Tasks

Major achievements

Tasks

Major achievements

Tasks

Major achievements

Tasks

Major achievements
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OTHER SKILLS AND ABILITIES

Language

(1-5 for competence)

Writing Speaking

     

TRAINING COURSES TAKEN

EDUCATION

PERSONAL DATA

Date of birth:
Marital status:
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Appendix 5: Lets go – Job Interview

EMPLOYMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 1

A leading software company worldwide announces a vacancy for the 

position of:

IT manager (one working place)

Job Description: Preparation of a software for following 

the sales, storage evidence and a software for material and financial 
accounting

Conditions:

1. Finished faculty of information technologies;

2. Owing a license 

3. Knowledge of English language;

4. Work experience at least three years on a same or 

similar position

Required documents:

1. CV 

2. Diploma

3. Motivation letter

4. Certificates
5. References from former employers 

Required documents to be submitted in hard copy at 

the following address: str. Washington br. 4; Skopje, marked – 

Employment announcement or via email at the following address 

-  negasoftver@yahoo.com, no later than 20.05.2015
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EMPLOYMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 2

SUMMARY

 V&B is a part of the TGI Group, having diverse business interests in 11 
countries including Africa, Asia, Europe and Middle East. The group is one of 
the leading players in food products in the African Continent. V&B is the group’s 
green field project in the food sector in United States. 

The group has a consistent record of high double digit growth during the 
past decade and offers ample growth opportunities and prospects for the right 
candidate.

Job Requirements:

The candidate should be active in Sales of Fast Moving Consumer Goods 
(FMCG), especially in Food and Beverage. They should have the thorough 
knowledge of the territory. Must have thorough working experience with 
supermarkets and Mom & Pop stores. Should have excellent relations in the 
trade. Must possess good knowledge of Trade Distributors and preferably has the 
experience of working with Distributors from the parent company side. Should 
have excellent communication skills and be capable of leading the team from the 
front. The Area Sales Manager will be accountable to and be supervised by the 
Regional Sales Manager.

Key Responsibilities:

 Constantly explore new opportunities, both stand-alone and chain accounts, 
within allotted region, to collect information and feedback.

• Carry out and monitor Taste Trials at designated outlets on a regular 
basis.

• Train the sales team and should be responsible for their output and 
actions.

• Will be given specific territories to manage.
• Meet sales goals and objectives assigned by Regional Sales Manager. 

Fulfil other duties and responsibilities as assigned time to time.
• Supervise established client accounts. Develop and maintain the 

relationships with current customers and potential customers and resolving 
their concerns.

• Should be persuasive and have the capability to place the company‘s 
products properly merchandized and displayed at eye-level at retailer‘s shelf.

• Prepare a variety of sales status reports that include activity, follow-up, 
closings, and adherence to targets. Timely submission of reports.
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• Prepare proposals, presentations, and sales contracts and put services of 
the contract into practice and maintain them.

• Coordinate shipping programs and delivery of the company‘s products 
and services.

• Participate in marketing events like trade shows, seminars and related 
activities.

• Provide direct and detailed training to new sales representatives.

• Assist in the execution of marketing plans of company as required.

• Should have good verbal and written communication skills. Computer 
experience is a must.

• Able to meet fixed deadlines and manage under pressure. Ability to 
adapt to changing priorities in a fast paced environment.

• Willingness to travel, with short notice, and sometimes overnight travel.

• Follow-up for collection of payments.

• Ability to lift up to 50 pounds.

• Fulfil other duties and responsibilities as assigned time to time.
 

Knowledge & Skill Requirements:

1. Must have a High School Diploma. Undergraduate degree a plus.

2. Must have 4-6 years’ Experience in Sales.

3.  Work requires significant local travel to current and potential clients. 
This requires the possession of a valid state driver’s license.

4. Experience in the food/beverage sales market is a MUST.

5. Experience developing brokers, distributors and individual supermarket 
relationships.

Compensation:

Excellent salary with bonus and incentives.
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Appendix 6: Classify your skills

Worksheets for attendants
LIST OF SKILLS

1. Enthusiasm  
2. Influence
3. Importunity 
4. Taking responsibility 
5. Flexibility  
6. Objectiveness  
7. Ability to work under 
pressure 

8. Resistance  
9. Dealing with 
insecurities  
10. Self-consciousness  
11. Self-worth  
12. Active learning 
13. Continuous 
development 

14. Self-discipline 
15. High personal 
standards 

16. Sensitivity towards 
others

17. Empathy  
18. Measuring 
performance

19. Listening and 
asking

20. Authority 
21. Resolving conflicts 
22. Appreciating others
23. Initiating others 
24. Challenging others
25. Giving support
26. Relaxed in a 
company

27. Encouraging 
ethical behaviour 28. 
Motivating others
29. Effective team work 

33.Friend
30.Networking 
(expanding contacts 

and keeping in touch)

31. Visionary 
32. Acknowledging 
personal flaws
33.Friend
34. Asking for opinion 
from others 

35.Initiating quality 
and particularity 
36.Accepting new 
possibilities 
37.Focus on the current 
activity 
38. Appreciating 
constant improvement 
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39. Change 
management

40.Supervising
41.Adaptation
42. Pro-activity 
43. Implementation  
44. Dealing with 
complex situations 
45. Gathering 
and dealing with 

information 
46.Thinking
47. Logical thinking
48. Focus on problems
49.Strategic thinking
50. Creativity  
51. Judgment
52. Sensibility 
53.Efficient usage of 
time 
54. Determination 

55. Consistence 
56. Fair relations
57. Respecting others
58. Minimizing waste 
and damage

59. Respected by 
others 

60. Setting up clear 
goals

61. Believing in equal 
opportunities
62. Care and attention 
63. Calming and giving 
trust to others 

64.Optimum  usage of 
resources 

65.Delegating 
responsibilities  
66.Efficient task 
delegation 
67. Managing budgets

68. Communication / 
information 
69. Prioritizing 
70. Keeping certain 
distance 

71. Willingness for 
innovation
72. Motivating 
initiatives  
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Self-
management

Managing 
others

Manager’s
tasks
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Appendix 7: Self-Assessment Test

Self-assessment test
With the test herewith a different behavioural models have been described. 

Take a look at them and circle the respond letter (а, b, c or d), that describes your 
best behaviour in the current situation. 

If you find any difficulties to choosing only one answer ask yourself which 
from the given answers would be the most possible or the most natural for you in 
a work environment. 

There are no true or false answers! 
Work as quickly as possible and be honest!

1. When I talk with a client or a colleague...

a. I keep an eye contact during all the conversation.
b. Sometime I keep an eye contact, sometimes I look down.
c. I keep an eye all over the room most of the time.
d. I try to keep an eye contact, but still I take a glance aside from time to time.

2. If I need to take an important decision...

a. I consider the task carefully and fully before taking the decision.
b. I lay down on my instincts.
c. I think over the effect that could the decision have on the others before 

taking it.
d. I share my decision with somebody else that I believe before taking the 

decision.

3. At the office or at my working place there are mainly ....
a. Family pictures and sentimental items.
b. Posters that empower me, prizes and pictures.
c. Graphics and tables.
d. Calendars and project plans.

4. If I have a conflict situation with a colleague or a client...
a. I try to fix the situation focusing on the positive actions.
b. I remain calm and try to understand the reason for this conflict.
c. I try to avoid the problem reasoning the conflict.
d. I face the conflict immediately thus it can be solved as soon as possible.
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5. When I have a work conversation on the phone...

a. I keep the conversation strictly in the frames of the topic of the 
conversation.

b. I chat a little bit before to proceed with the real work.
c. I am not in a hurry at all and I have nothing against to talk and chat 

about personal things, the weather, etc.
d. I try to shorten the conversation as much as I can.

6. If a colleague is angry...

a. I ask if I could be of a help.
b. I leave him/her alone as I don’t want to mess with his/her personal 

affairs.
c. I try to cheer him/her up and to help him/her to see the better side of the 

situation.
d. I feel uncomfortable and I hope that he/she will get over it soon.

7. When I attend work meetings...

a. I wait and consider all the opinions of others before to tell mine.
b. I play all my cards on the table so to state my opinion and to be clear.
c. I express my opinion enthusiastically but I also hear the ideas of the 

others.
d. I try to support the other peoples’ ideas during the meeting.

8. When I have a presentation before others...

a. I am funny and make laugh.
b. My presentation is clear and short.
c. I speak quietly.
d. I speak directly, strict to the point and sometimes loud.

9. In case a client explains me about a problem...

a. I show my understanding and sympathy.
b. I look for specific facts about the situation.
c. I pay attention to the main problem to make sure that I can find a 

solution.
d. I explore the body language and the voice quality to show him/her that I 

understand the problem.

10. When I participate training programs or presentations...

a. I am getting bored if the lecturer makes a slow progress over the 
information.

b. I try to support the lecturer as I know how difficult his /her work is.
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c. I want such trainings or presentations to be not only informative but 
also funny.

d. I try to find the logic.
11. When I want the clients or my colleagues to understand my point   

 of view...

a. I first listen to their point of view and then express carefully my ideas.
b. I express my opinion loudly so that they to know what is it.
c. I try to convince them without being very persistent.
d. I explain my logic.

12. When I am late for a meeting...

a. I don’t panic but I call to say that I am late with a couple of minutes.
b. I feel bad for making all the others waiting for me to come.
c. I get angry and hurry up as much as I can to get sooner there.
d. I apologize extremely a lot when I come

13. I set tasks and goals when I work that ...

a. I think it is realistic to achieve.
b. I believe that are challenging and exciting to be achieved.
c. I need to achieve as part of the bigger goal.
d. Will make me feel better when achieving it.

14. When I explain a problem to my colleague that I need a help from... 

a. I explain the problem as detailed as I can.
b. Sometimes I exaggerate to prove what I mean.
c. I try to explain what I feel about that problem.
d. I explain how I would like to resolve the problem.

15. If clients or colleagues are late for a meeting with me at the office...
a. I am continuing my work until they come.
b. I accept that they have been late due to a previous meeting and I don’t 

get angry.
c. I call to make sure that I have the right information about the meeting 

(date, time, etc.)
d. I get angry that they lose my time.

16. When I am late with my work and I feel a pressure for finishing it...
a. I make a list with everything that I need to do, I order it and set 

deadlines.
b. I stop everything else and focus a 100 percentage over the work that I 

need to finish.
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c. I am getting nervous and I feel difficulties to focus over my work.
d. I set a date when the work has to be done latest and just work.

17. When I have been ‘attacked’ by a client or a colleague...
a. I tell him/her to stop.
b. I feel hurt but usually I don’t say anything.
c. I don’t give attention to his/her anger and I try to focus on the facts of 

the situation.
d. I give him/her to understand (with hard words) that I don’t agree with 

his/her attitude.

18. When I see a colleague or a client that I like and I have not met for a 
long time...

a. I hug him friendly.
b. I cheer him/her up but I don’t shake his/her hand.
c. I shake his/her hand hardly but short.
d. I shake his/her hand enthusiastically and for a long time.

Result list:
Use the list below to find your personal style and attitude between 

being:
Leader, Analytical, Friendly or Expressive.
Please circle the answer that you have given before. Sum the total amount 

of the answers.
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1 
a. Leader 
b. Friendly
c. Analytical
d. Expressive

2 
a. Analytical
b. Leader
c. Friendly
d. Expressive

3 
a. Friendly
b. Expressive
c. Analytical
d. Leader

4  
a. Expressive 
b. Friendly
c. Analytical
d. Leader

5 
a. Leader
b. Expressive
c. Friendly 
d. Analytical

6 
a. Friendly
b. Analytical
c. Expressive
d. Leader

7 
a. Analytical
b. Leader
c. Expressive 
d. Friendly

8 
a. Expressive 
b. Analytical  
c. Friendly
d. Leader

9 
a. Friendly
b. Analytical
c. Leader
d. Expressive

10 
a. Leader 
b. Friendly
c. Expressive
d. Analytical

11 
a. Friendly
b. Leader
c. Expressive
d. Analytical

12 
a.  Analytical
b. Friendly 
c. Leader
d. Expressive

13 
a. Analytical
b. Expressive
c. Leader
d. Friendly

14 
a. Analytical
b. Expressive
c. Friendly
d. Leader

15 
a. Expressive
b. Friendly
c. Analytical
d. Leader

16 
a. Analytical
b. Leader
c. Friendly
d. Expressive

17 
a. Leader
b. Friendly
c. Analytical
d. Expressive

18 
a. Friendly
b. Analytical
c. Leader
d. Expressive

Total:
Leader:
Analytical: 
Friendly: 
Expressive:
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Appendix 8: Personal Values and Competences

Worksheets for attendants
Personal values

Mental competence Dialogue Adventure

Achievement Enthusiasm Challenge

Adjustability Entrepreneurship Learning

Ambition Efficiency Life style

Attitude Ethics Leadership

Consciousness Specialty  Listening

Balance (work/home) Financial stability Openness 

Care Kindness Professional 

development

Dedication Honesty Respect

Competence Humour Team work 

Resolving conflicts Independence Success

Cooperation Financial welfare Self-discipline 

Continuous learning Security Vision 

Courage Management Trust

Creativity Family Wisdom
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Worksheet for attendants
Of 10 chosen 
values, which 
3 are the most 
important to you? 
Write them in 
the empty places 
below

Why do you think 
that this value is 
important to you? 

State a moment 
in your life when 
you used this 
value. What 
behaviour did you 
have to support 
this value? 

How would you 
react if this value is 
not supported by 
others> Describe 
your feelings, 
thoughts and 
actions!
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Appendix 9: Create a PDP

What: My Personal Development Goals
Consider the competencies that outline the skills, knowledge and 

competencies that represent great performance in your current role and/

or a role to which you aspire. Based on feedback from your 360, peers 

and/or other colleagues, select at least two areas in which you would 

like to develop. You may focus only on your current role, or you might 

select one area that applies to your current role and one area that is 

more aspirational. Write specific goals describing how/what you want 
to change or improve.

Ask yourself: What can I do differently/better that would make the 

greatest positive impact in my work? What development priorities will 

give me the greatest leverage in improving my individual leadership 

and management competencies or my organization’s performance?

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

How: Action Steps I Will Take to Meet My Development Goals

Identify what you need to stop doing, start doing and keep doing 

on the job. These short-term actions will contribute directly to 

your long-term goals. 
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1. Plan your actions.

Implement something every 

day. What situations, people or 

events signal that right now is 

the time to put new behaviours 

into action?

What new behaviour will I 

try?  Where will I push my 

comfort zone?

Every time I see the following 

situations:

…I will take the following 

action:

1. 

2. 

3. 

… 

How: Action Steps I Will Take to Meet My Development Goals

2. Anticipate obstacles.

WATCH OUT: What barriers can I identify which might hinder 

me in pursuing my development goals? How can I overcome 

these barriers?

Obstacle/Barrier Solution

1. 
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2.  

3. Leverage strengths.

HINT: I have great strengths upon which to draw. Which of my 

strengths can I leverage to help me achieve my development 

goals?

Strength How will it help me achieve 

my goals?

1. 

...

Who: Resources and Support for Achieving My Goals

How will I draw on my coach, peers and others to track my 

progress, gather advice and feedback and support my learning? 
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Who will I ask to support me? Who do I know who already 

possesses the competencies I want to build?

With whom should I share my development plan?

Accountability

When will I begin taking action to meet my goals?

When do I expect to see significant progress? (Milestone 
commitments)

How will I evaluate my progress?

How will I update my development strategy and learning plan? 

When will I review my plan with those who helped me create it?

How will I leverage what I learn?
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Acknowledgement

What will be the impact of meeting my development goals on me 

and my career?

How will my organization benefit from the changes/improvements 
I have identified?

How will I celebrate when I meet my goals?
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Appendix 10: Self-Assessment Quiz

The Self-Motivation Quiz
Instructions
For each statement check the circle in the column that best describes you. 

Please answer questions as you actually are (rather than how you think you 
should be), and don’t worry if some questions seem to score in the ‘wrong 
direction’.
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12 Statements to 

Answer
Not at all Rarely Sometimes Often

Very
Often

1. I‘m unsure of my 
ability to achieve the 

goals I set for myself.

2. When working on 

my goals, I put in 

maximum effort and 

work even harder 

if I‘ve suffered a 
setback.

3. I regularly set 

goals and objectives 

to achieve my vision 

for my life.

4. I think positively 

about setting goals 

and making sure my 

needs are met.

5. I use rewards (and 

consequences) to 

keep myself focused. 

For example, if I 

finish my report on 
time, I allow myself 

to take a coffee 

break.
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12 Statements to 

Answer
Not at all Rarely Sometimes Often

Very
Often

6. I believe that if 

I work hard and 

apply my abilities 

and talents, I will be 

successful.

7. I worry about 

deadlines and getting 

things done, which 

causes stress and 

anxiety.

8. When an 

unexpected event 

threatens or 

jeopardizes my goal, 

I tend to walk away, 

set a different goal, 

and move in a new 

direction.

9. When I come up 

with a really good 

idea, I am surprised 

by my creativity. I 

figure it is my lucky 
day, and caution 

myself not to get 

used to the feeling.
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12 Statements to 

Answer
Not at all Rarely Sometimes Often

Very
Often

10. I tend to do the 

minimum amount of 

work necessary to 

keep my boss and my 

team satisfied.

11. I tend to worry 

about why I won‘t 
reach my goals, and 

I often focus on why 

something probably 

won‘t work.
12. I create a vivid and 

powerful vision of my 

future success before 

embarking on a new 

goal.
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Appendix 11: How can we be most successful as part of 
organisation

Case Study - “How can we be most successful as part of an organization?”

As an example of knowing what to write down for things that describe your 
natural Gifts, Talents, and Abilities, we do an exercise about solving a task at your 
job.  Let’s say you have a job that requires you to keep track of documents that 
are used to build a project. Not very exciting, until more and more information is 
required to track that’s related to each document. 

Maybe each document goes into a higher assembly, different assemblies, and 
each document is linked to a project name which has parts that can be used in both 
assemblies. Now it’s getting interesting, and complex. How are you going to 
keep track of what goes where and when?  

So the ‘Not so exciting’ job just became a Challenge, and if you don’t keep 
things straight, parts are going to get lost and not made in time. 

You’re Natural Instinct kicks in and you think to enter some of the 
information into a spread sheet type tool like Excel where you have rows and 
columns to keep things in order. Here is where your Natural Talents and Gifts 
start your juices flowing, and you’re thinking ahead, and faster, and excitement 
now makes the job fun because you have an opportunity that makes you ‘Want 
To’ be creative. It’s no longer a ‘Have To’ job. It’s like your Talents needed 
something to wake them up. They were there all along, but had no incentive 
to help out, until the after-burners kicked in. 

Use simple words to describe how would you solve the task by using your 
natural abilities:

You could write something like: 

1. Grouping things into common categories. 

2. Organize and identify related items. 

3. Breakdown assemblies into usable groups... 

Nothing is really mentioned about the ‘Have To’ job, because most anyone can 
do that. It’s your Natural Gifts that make YOU stand out, your Unique ability to 
see how something can be made easier, or more efficient. 
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